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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) operates 137 truck stations, along with 

maintenance operations at 18 headquarter sites, and over 50 separate material delivery sites. 

Replacement of 80 of these truck stations will be required within the next 20 years based on the 

expected life cycles of typical truck stations. With nearly half of the truck stations requiring replacement, 

there is a need to optimize the locations of truck stations on a statewide basis. MnDOT typically plans 

for truck stations to be in service for 50 years. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that many truck 

stations exceed their expected life span. This evidence highlights the need for optimized truck station 

locations that include future considerations as any inefficiencies in location will be compounded over 

many years.  

The long life expectancy of truck stations requires planning for future conditions and needs. Long-range 

roadway plans for MnDOT and local agencies are essential while optimizing truck station locations. 

Several factors can influence the adequacy of truck station locations including land-use patterns, traffic 

conditions, and roadway characteristics. Inefficient locations can result in higher maintenance costs and 

lower levels of service. 

Truck stations serve several important functions for MnDOT maintenance operations. Primarily, they 

exist to maintain the state’s trunk highway system, providing a base of operation for many MnDOT 

personnel and maintenance vehicles. Truck stations provide various functions, each with unique 

capabilities to fulfill district needs. Truck stations may be used for maintenance, equipment storage, 

equipment washing, material storage, and starting and ending locations for winter and summer 

maintenance operations. Many truck stations include offices, meeting rooms, and break rooms for 

employees. The functions of truck stations can influence location optimization, which will have impacts 

on incident response times, maintenance cycle times, deadheading time, material storage capacity, 

employee commute times, and many additional factors.  

MnDOT places a priority on snow and ice removal and considers this an emergency operation, meaning 

snow and ice removal takes priority over other tasks. MnDOT classifies roads based on annual average 

daily traffic and has target times to regain bare pavement based on this classification. The location of 

facilities for maintenance routes will have a significant impact on snow and ice removal operations and 

bare lane regain times.  

This report describes the process and outcomes of optimizing truck station locations for MnDOT. 

Initially, a literature review was conducted to determine optimization practices used by other states and 

in other research projects. Several DOTs have conducted facility location optimization; however, the 

analyses are generally limited in scale. That is, they typically examine only a small region or small 

number of facilities. The state of Victoria, Australia, conducted statewide location optimization of its 

road maintenance depots. This study was conducted 15 years ago, and the location analysis was rather 

primitive by today’s standards in that the location analysis was conducted at the city or town level. 

Vermont recently conducted a statewide study to optimize the placement of satellite salt storage 



 

facilities to reduce maintenance expenditure by allowing snowplows to refill material without having to 

return to truck stations. 

In recent years, several research papers have been published to optimize maintenance facility locations. 

While there are inherent differences depending on the business function that the facility is serving, 

lessons can be learned from other research into facility location optimization. Several specific takeaways 

were documented from the research reviewed. A second level of facilities may be necessary to improve 

the cost-effectiveness of the optimization. Such facilities could include material storage depots 

strategically placed between maintenance sections to reduce the amount of deadheading. Models that 

only minimize transportation costs are not adequate by themselves; facility costs must be considered as 

well. For this research, transportation and facility costs will be included in the cost analysis. Some papers 

found that at a certain point further consolidation of truck stations will begin to increase the overall 

costs because more vehicles and staff are required to reach the further extents of maintenance areas. 

This results in additional deadheading and inefficiencies in maintenance operations.  

Surveys were conducted with stakeholders internal and external to MnDOT. Internal stakeholders 

included district representatives, including district maintenance engineers, maintenance 

superintendents, subarea supervisors, local agency maintenance personnel, and other DOT personnel 

involved in truck station operations. External stakeholders included local agencies that partner with 

MnDOT to share truck stations and/or materials. The interviews proved beneficial in providing 

information crucial to truck station location optimization. Several projects that will expand the amount 

of lane miles MnDOT will be responsible to maintain were incorporated into the optimization model. 

The interviews also revealed several partnerships between MnDOT districts and local agencies. These 

partnerships mostly included sharing truck stations and occasionally sharing materials. Several of the 

partnerships were planned ahead of the construction of a new truck station with the intent that the 

truck station would be shared among multiple agencies. In several instances, the truck stations were 

shared by the city, county, and MnDOT. Other agreements were facilitated with local agencies, where 

MnDOT rented a portion of a local agency’s existing truck station. The local agencies only reported 

minor issues such as smaller truck stations being more difficult to share because there was already a lack 

of space. In one instance, MnDOT provided a loader at the shared truck station during the winter and 

the local agency would like the loader at the truck station year-round. 

Truck station locations were optimized using a GIS optimization model and a separate cost analysis to 

determine operational outputs of truck station locations and compare them to the baseline. Alternatives 

were developed for each truck station and optimized individually. The outputs of each optimization 

model were used in a cost-analysis model to determine the 50-year life-cycle savings of each alternative. 

The cost analysis included factors for the number of events per year, number of cycles per event, wages, 

over time versus straight time, and vehicle operating costs. In total, 57 truck stations could be rebuilt on 

site, 90 could be relocated, and 2 could be combined. 

Implementation optimization was conducted to determine which alternatives should be implemented 

and the order in which truck stations should be constructed. Additional optimization modeling was 

conducted to determine the implementation plan for truck station replacements. The implementation 



 

modeling consisted of optimizing the order in which the truck stations that are recommended to be 

relocated should be built. The implementation modeling was an iterative process where each optimal 

location replaced the existing location and became the baseline scenario to which the next iteration was 

compared. Based on the implementation modeling, 123 truck stations should be rebuilt on site, 24 

should be relocated, and 2 should be combined. The total expected cost savings from implementing the 

optimal alternatives over a 50-year period is $23,362,000. 

Modeling the truck stations iteratively reveals several trends. In most districts, the benefits of relocating 

truck stations begin to dissipate after relocating a few truck stations. The order is based on truck station 

age, condition, and implementation priority. The truck stations are ranked from oldest to newest and 

from worst condition to best. Then a rank is applied for implementation priority based on the cost 

outcomes of the implementation modeling. The ranks for age and condition are summed, and the rank 

for implementation is subtracted to determine the implementation score. The implementation order is 

based on the lowest to highest score. The rankings for replacement include truck stations to be rebuilt 

on site and moved to new sites. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) operates 137 truck stations, along with 

maintenance operations at 18 headquarter sites, and over 50 separate material delivery sites. 

Replacement of 80 of these truck stations will be required within the next 20 years based on the 

expected life cycles of typical truck stations. With nearly half of the truck stations requiring replacement, 

there is a need to optimize the locations of truck stations on a statewide basis. MnDOT typically plans 

for truck stations to be in service for 50 years. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that many truck 

stations exceed their expected life span. This evidence highlights the need for optimized truck station 

locations that include future considerations as any inefficiencies in location will be compounded over 

many years.  

The long life expectancy of truck stations requires planning for future conditions and needs. Long-range 

roadway plans for MnDOT and local agencies are essential when optimizing truck station locations. 

Several factors can influence the adequacy of truck station locations including land-use patterns, traffic 

conditions, and roadway characteristics. Inefficient locations can result in higher maintenance costs and 

lower levels of service. 

The eight districts of MnDOT are responsible for the maintenance and preservation of the state highway 

system in Minnesota. MnDOT divides maintenance operations into 42 subareas within its eight districts. 

One of the main tasks of district maintenance offices is snow and ice control. MnDOT has several 

sections within the Maintenance Office that are of interest to this study including the Fleet Management 

Section that assists with equipment purchasing and fabrication and the Building Services Section that 

assists with all phases of the life cycle of facilities.  

Truck stations serve several important functions for MnDOT maintenance operations. Primarily, they 

exist to maintain the state’s trunk highway system, providing a base of operation for many MnDOT 

personnel and maintenance vehicles. Truck stations provide various functions, each with unique 

capabilities to fulfill district needs. Truck stations may be used for maintenance, equipment storage, 

equipment washing, material storage, and starting and ending locations for winter and summer 

maintenance operations. Many truck stations include offices, meeting rooms, and break rooms for 

employees. The functions of truck stations may influence the location optimization, which will have 

impacts on incident response times, maintenance cycle times, deadheading time, material storage 

capacity, employee commute times, and many additional factors.  

MnDOT places a priority on snow and ice removal and considers this an emergency operation, meaning 

snow and ice removal takes priority over other tasks. MnDOT classifies roads based on annual average 

daily traffic and has target times to regain bare pavement based on this classification. The location of 

facilities for maintenance routes will have a significant impact on snow and ice removal operations and 

bare lane regain times.  
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This report is organized as follows: 

 Chapter 2 describes the literature review covering truck station location optimization and 

related topics.  

 Chapter 3 describes the interviews conducted with relevant stakeholders. 

 Chapter 4 summarizes the optimization and cost analyses. 

 Chapter 5 describes the steps to implement the research findings.  

 Chapter 6 describes the outcomes and conclusions of the overall project.  
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the literature review conducted pertaining to truck station location optimization 

and related topics. The review includes research reports from other transportation agencies, 

Transportation Research Board publications, and other scholarly research papers. The goal of the 

literature review is to gain an understanding of what work has been completed and any common 

obstacles encountered when conducting truck station location optimization. The literature review also 

covers MnDOT’s Truck Station Standards for large and small capital projects. Four categories of 

literature are reviewed, including: 

 MnDOT Truck Station Standards. 

 Other Transportation Agency Truck Station Optimization. 

 Maintenance Facility Optimization Research. 

 General Facility Optimization Research. 

Researchers documented the scope of the optimization efforts, the methods used to conduct the 

optimization, and the outcomes.  

2.2 MNDOT TRUCK STATION STANDARDS 

MnDOT established a Truck Station Standards Committee to develop standards for its Class 1, 2, and 3 

truck stations and ancillary buildings (e.g., unheated storage, salt storage, and brine buildings) on each 

campus. There are several criteria that determine a truck station classification, including current 

replacement value, location, size, number of employees, number of pieces of sheltered major 

equipment, equipment accommodations, and features. One goal of the committee is to develop 

guidelines for consistency statewide that meet the operational and maintenance needs of districts. The 

truck station standards for Class 1, 2, and 3 capital building projects will impact the truck station location 

optimization, warranting a close review of the standards. The following subsections describe MnDOT’s 

Truck Station Standards for Class 1, 2, and 3 truck station capital projects. 

MnDOT recently changed truck station classification to Class 1 (Large), Class 2 (Medium), and Class 3 

(Small) from the previous classification of truck stations based on whether the primary truck station 

building could be constructed under $2 million (Small Capital [1]) or over $2 million (Large Capital [2]).  

Researchers reviewed MnDOT’s truck station standards to determine any impacts to the truck station 

location optimization. The truck station standards cover several topics that will influence this project, 

including size of facility, site design and layout, building exterior, storage areas, internal layouts and 

workspaces, and expected number of pieces of equipment. Standards for ancillary buildings such as 

unheated storage, salt storage, and brine buildings are among other topics that will influence the size of 

future sites. Additional factors that will affect the optimization procedures include MnDOT’s preference 

that land be zoned for industrial use, have good access to highways, avoid railroads, and be located 
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away from hotels and residential areas. Also, MnDOT recommends that garage doors in the main 

building face south to help with melting snow and allowing sunlight in the building.  

2.2.1 Class 1 Truck Station Projects  

The standards for Class 1 truck stations are currently being finalized. Currently, Class 1 truck stations are 

built under the old Large Capital heading. Construction costs for primary Class 1 truck station buildings 

are typically over $5 million. Class 1 truck stations generally house 30 or more employees and 15 or 

more major pieces of equipment. Larger truck stations have additional considerations for site size and 

location including the need for larger and dedicated maintenance bays and wash bays, more offices and 

larger employee areas. Class 1 truck stations are typically located in the Metro District and at the 

outstate district headquarters and regional truck stations. Class 1 truck stations are mostly over 25,000 

square feet in size and are on sites of over 15 acres. They should include warm storage areas for 

equipment. When five overhead doors are required, larger truck stations become more cost-effective 

with drive through doors.  

2.2.2 Class 2 and 3 Truck Station Typical Sizes and Accommodations  

Class 2 and Class 3 truck station buildings are constructed under the old Small Capital standard. Class 2 

truck stations are typically in larger outstate or smaller Metro communities and are located on 8 to 15 

acres. Current construction costs for the primary Class 2 truck station buildings are typically between $2 

and $5 million and range from 10,000 to 25,000 square feet. Class 2 truck stations typically house 15 to 

29 permanent employees and 6 to 14 pieces of major equipment.  

Current construction costs for the primary Class 3 truck station buildings are typically under $2 million. 

Class 3 truck stations are typically located in rural areas and MnDOT desires them to be situated on sites 

that are 5 to 10 acres in size, though several are on considerably smaller sites. Class 3 truck stations 

typically have four or fewer overhead doors and are up to 52 feet in depth. The Class 3 truck stations 

typically house three to 14 permanent employees and significantly fewer pieces of major equipment, 

ranging from 2 to 4 snowplows, a loader, pickup, and a grader (except at truck stations with two 

snowplows) based from the truck station. Class 3 truck stations are designed to contain portable hoists. 

They must be large enough to store maintenance tools and equipment but do not need to be sized with 

a separate maintenance bay or designated maintenance area inside of the truck station. Class 3 truck 

stations can have brine buildings located on site. MnDOT is increasing their brine usage; as a result, the 

lot selected for Class 3 trucks stations in the optimization process will need to be large enough to 

accommodate brine buildings in addition to the truck station and salt storage. 

2.2.3 Salt Shed Standards 

The Class 3 Truck Station Standards include a section covering salt sheds. One potential strategy for 

optimizing truck station locations is to include additional salt storage sheds. The capacity of salt sheds is 

based on the previous five-year average salt usage at each truck station and the number of snowplows 

using the salt shed. Salt sheds servicing fewer than eight snowplows should be sized for 100 percent of 
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the previous five-year average salt usage and salt sheds servicing eight or more snowplows should be 

sized for 150 percent of the previous five-year average salt usage. Salt sheds in the Metro District are 

sized for 120 percent of the previous five-year average salt usage. All locations should have sand storage 

for 70 percent of the previous five-year average sand usage. 

The Truck Station Standards Committee concluded that there are too many variables to establish 

standard footprints for salt sheds. Therefore, there is no recommended standard size; the committee 

does recommend a minimum outside width of 70 feet to allow for snowplow trucks and loading 

equipment to maneuver within the salt shed. The sites selected for salt storage sheds needs to be large 

enough to accommodate loading equipment and snowplow storage and operation. Salt sheds should be 

built so the back of the shed blocks winds from the northwest. 

2.3 TRUCK STATION LOCATION OPTIMIZATION BY TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES 

Several transportation agencies have conducted projects to optimize the locations of their truck 

stations. The following sections summarize the reports that were reviewed for each transportation 

agency. The summaries highlight the optimization approach and results.  

2.3.1 Connecticut Department of Transportation 

This report describes a prototype decision support system designed in the early 1990s to help 

Connecticut Department of Transportation (DOT) evaluate alternative maintenance facility 

configurations (3). Two types of garages are considered, equipment repair facilities and roadway 

garages. This study evaluates the assignments of garages to repair facilities and roadway sectors to 

garages when given sets of open and closed repair facilities and roadway garages. The decision support 

system conducts the optimization using linear programming methods that minimize total transportation 

costs while ensuring that all maintenance requirements are met, and capacities of facilities are not 

exceeded.  

The authors developed a geographical information system (GIS) interface but did not link the model with 

the GIS. The authors noted that the decision support system is not very user friendly and the user 

interface requires further development.  

2.3.2 Iowa Department of Transportation  

The Iowa DOT conducted a study to develop an optimization-based approach to locate maintenance 

garages by applying arc routing and evaluated the methods using two case studies (4). The Iowa DOT 

evaluated operational efficiency, building conditions, and site characteristics of their maintenance 

garages and recommended the replacement of two garages. A research project was conducted to 

optimize the locations of the garages based on operational costs, improved mobility, and reduced 

environmental and societal impacts.  

As a part of the Iowa DOT study, automatic vehicle location data were reviewed for snowplow trucks to 

determine vehicle speeds when actively maintaining roadways. Snowplows typically travel between 20 
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and 40 mph when plowing and between 50 and 60 mph when not plowing. While mentioned 

anecdotally here, speeds of snowplows are a critical element of optimization models that account for 

travel times along routes.  

The first case study evaluated the maintenance garages in Muscatine and Louisa Counties. Iowa DOT 

plans to close both garages and construct a new shared site that will maintain the routes previously 

maintained by both garages. This study used a heuristic algorithm to solve for the optimal maintenance 

routes. The algorithm includes turnaround times, reduced speeds when plowing roads, deadheading 

time, material capacity, and optimizes routes based on travel time. The optimization was conducted for 

the old and new garage locations to compare operational differences. The new garage location was 

found to operate better by reducing deadhead time and resulting in fewer maintenance cycles. 

The second case study looked to relocate the maintenance garage in Dubuque County to a more optimal 

location. Iowa DOT did not provide specific locations for the new garage; practical considerations were 

used to determine potential locations. These considerations include eliminating downtown areas, hilly 

regions, and areas without easy access to state highways. The optimization process included the same 

components as the previous case study. Five candidate sites were identified, and the optimization 

algorithm minimized dead head travel distance. The garage with the least dead head time and distance 

is selected as the candidate location.  

2.3.3 Missouri Department of Transportation  

The Missouri DOT developed an optimization-based decision support system for depot and fleet 

management (5). The approach first solves the problems of depot location, sector design, and initial 

route construction. An improvement stage is conducted to improve the sector design based on 

optimized depot locations. The improvement stage also handles vehicle scheduling and fleet 

configuration.  

The depot location optimization problem selects a predetermined number of depots from a set of 

candidate depot sites. Initial sector design is accomplished by grouping the routes based on which depot 

they are assigned during the optimization process. The initial route construction creates four groups of 

routes based on maintenance priority and the routes are based on operational constraints such as 

vehicle capacity and service frequency. The routes are improved during an iterative process to optimize 

routes based on travel time. Lastly, fleet configuration and vehicle scheduling are solved for each depot 

based on the optimized results.  

The optimization model is applied to one district’s maintenance operations. The district is responsible 

for maintaining 7,969 miles of roadways and the optimized model results in 19,490 miles being 

maintained in 12 hours. This equates to 2.4 maintenance cycles of the entire network in 12 hours. The 

district currently uses 169 snowplow trucks to maintain the network, and the optimized model suggests 

using 136 snowplow trucks. This includes the minimal number of trucks from the optimization process 

and a few additional trucks for emergency situations or heavy storms. In addition, the trucks were 

reassigned to depots based on where they were most needed. In the most extreme case, the 
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optimization model suggests that the optimal number of snowplow trucks was half the number that are 

currently based from the given depot. 

2.3.4 Ohio Department of Transportation  

The Ohio DOT completed a study in 1998 that conducted a survey of state DOTs to assess costs of 

relocating garages and developed a model to assess the cost impacts of reassigning maintenance routes 

due to opening and closing facilities (6). When responding to the questionnaire, most DOTs indicated 

they do not use any specific method in determining where to open and close maintenance garages. The 

study also concluded that snow and ice control operations are the largest maintenance expense and are 

most impacted by the location of maintenance garages when compared to other maintenance activities.  

This research used existing software to assess snow and ice maintenance routes in Hamilton County, 

Ohio. The software determines optimal routes for five different scenarios including servicing shorter 

segments first, servicing longer segments first, servicing closest segments first, servicing farthest 

segments first, and servicing farthest segments while going away from maintenance garages and 

servicing closer segments while returning to maintenance garages.  

An economic model was created to determine whether an existing facility should be closed, or a new 

facility should be opened. The costs that impact the maintenance garage location that were included in 

the model are maintenance costs to service the roadways (operating cost of trucks, operator wages, and 

material costs), personnel reassignment, equipment reassignment, and environmental costs to clean 

abandoned land. Facility costs considered in the model include depreciation costs, maintenance costs, 

and costs for opening new facilities (land, design, construction, associated equipment, etc.).  

The following scenarios were analyzed using the economic model for facilities: 

 Keep the same number of facilities that currently exist. 

 Close one facility and keep the remaining.  

 Open a new facility and keep the remaining. 

 Open a new facility, close an existing facility, and keep the remaining. 

The costs of opening and closing facilities are compared to the baseline scenario where no facilities are 

opened or closed. The authors note that the model provides an excellent tool to compare any two 

scenarios to assess the cost impacts. 

2.3.5 Vermont Agency of Transportation  

The Vermont Agency of Transportation conducted a study to optimally locate satellite salt loading 

facilities based on the reduction in distance snowplows must travel to reload salt while maintaining 

routes (7). The Vermont Agency of Transportation previously conducted a study to optimize winter 

maintenance routes and found that snowplows were forced to return to garages to refill salt loads well 

before requiring fuel. Thus, building satellite salt loading locations to eliminate the need to return to 

garages during winter maintenance operations was investigated. 
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Two approaches were used to identify satellite salt loading facility locations, locally optimal locations 

that were identified as most optimal by the software tool used (TransCADTM) and ready-to-use locations 

that include locations that are operationally feasible. The locally optimal locations are not necessarily 

feasible because the software does not consider local factors such as turn-around locations and 

shoulder widths. 

When conducting the analysis, only one satellite loading facility could be added for each of the 60 

existing garages and storage areas. The software used for the analysis has a built-in facility location tool 

that minimizes service time for each service area. The process of adding new satellite loading facilities is 

sequential and cumulative, meaning that new satellite loading facilities are included in addition to the 

previous facility added into the model. Satellite loading facilities were first added to garages that service 

interstates, as these were expected to provide the greatest benefit and then loading facilities for non-

interstate garages were added. 

The total lane-miles and travel time for the trucks from each salt facility (including truck stations and 

satellite loading facilities) were compared to the lane-miles and travel time for the trucks during 

baseline conditions (only truck stations). Ranges of travel time were considered including less than 10 

minutes, 10–20 minutes, 20–30 minutes, 30–40 minutes, and greater than 40 minutes. The results were 

compared for the number of lane-miles in each category in the baseline scenario and the scenarios with 

satellite loading facilities. On a statewide basis, adding satellite loading facilities reduced the distance 

traveled on routes farther from salt storage locations. The satellite loading facilities that reduced travel 

time and distance the most are ranked for the locally optimized solution and the operationally feasible 

solution. 

Researchers found that other states place satellite loading facilities on state owned roadway parcels 

such as in the right-of-way at interchanges, within inside shoulders of ramps, and in medians of divided 

highways. These locations may be feasible; however, these recommendations appear to be within the 

clear zone of high speed facilities. The study also suggests that closed rest areas could be considered as 

potential salt loading locations. 

2.3.6 Washington Department of Transportation  

The Washington DOT conducted a study to simulate the impacts that failures at a service and repair 

shop in Seattle would have on maintenance operations (8). Washington DOT has several maintenance 

shops that are used to perform maintenance of vehicles and equipment. This study looks at the impacts 

to operations due to failures in the largest Washington DOT maintenance shop that has 12 maintenance 

bays. Researchers developed a model of baseline conditions when no failures occurred, then quantified 

consequences of potential failures at the repair shop using a discrete-event simulation tool. To build the 

models, vehicles groups were created based on vehicle characteristics, priority in being serviced, and 

number of bays occupied while being serviced. Three scenarios are simulated based on loss in 

functionality of repair bays, loss in number of serviced vehicles, loss in number of snow and ice control 

vehicles, and loss in number of plowed lane-miles.  
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In the first scenario, actual failures were considered such as to the air compressor system, building 

element, electric system, exhaust gas removal system, heating system, shop doors, and shop crane. The 

results indicated that the failures resulting in fewer bays being available had the greatest impact on the 

loss of available vehicles. Therefore, researchers evaluated scenarios that had the effect of reducing the 

available maintenance bays due to any type of failure. The snow and ice vehicles were given priority 

over non-snow and ice vehicles for maintenance, and the results indicated that at least half of the 

maintenance bays would need to be unusable for one week to see a 5 percent reduction in serviced 

snow and ice vehicles. However, the non-snow and ice vehicles would see at least a 40 percent 

reduction in serviced vehicles if at least half the maintenance bays are nonoperational for one week. The 

next scenario shows significant impacts can occur to the number of lane-miles plowed due to 

maintenance delays for snow and ice trucks. Specifically, if six of the 12 bays were closed for three days 

a loss of 167 plowed lane-miles would occur.  

2.3.7 Locating and Sizing Road Maintenance Depots – Victoria, Australia  

This paper outlines a framework to optimize the location and size of maintenance depots that are used 

as the base location for road maintenance patrols (9). In the state of Victoria, Australia, routine road 

maintenance activities are performed by maintenance patrols of three to five people based out of 

maintenance depots throughout the state. These depots are typically 50 to 80 km (31 to 50 miles) apart, 

and some are shared by more than one maintenance patrol. The model first considers depot location 

then depot size, which is measured in terms of the number of patrols and maintenance staff assigned to 

each depot. Depot size is a function of the mileage of roadway assigned to each depot.  

The models are applied to 21 existing depots in Victoria, four of which could not be removed, and 14 

new candidate depot locations. The authors examined the effects of varying the maximum travel time 

from a depot to the edge of the maintenance area. As the maximum travel time increases, the number 

of depots required decreases. At greater maximum travel times, fewer new depots were added and 

existing locations were found to be placed in adequate locations. As maximum travel time is increased, 

the number of depots needed to cover the entire network can be decreased because each patrol can 

travel farther and covering a larger portion of the network.  

2.4 MAINTENANCE FACILITY LOCATION OPTIMIZATION RESEARCH 

In addition to projects conducted by state DOTs, several articles have been published relating to 

maintenance facility location optimization, which is the focus of this section.  

2.4.1 Planning of Resource Replenishment Location for Service Trucks under Network 

Congestion and Routing Constraints  

This study developed a model for facility location design under network routing and congestion 

constraints and determines the optimal number and location of replenishment facilities, minimizes truck 

routing costs, assigns traffic in the network, and selects links for roadway capacity expansion (10). A 

mixed integer nonlinear program is used to minimize costs associated with new resource facility 
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construction, network capacity expansion, routing, and public transportation. The proposed model is 

applied to a case study in Lake County, Illinois.  

The model includes 12 existing material facilities and seven candidate locations. A baseline assessment 

is conducted to determine transportation costs for the public, routing costs for the snow and ice 

vehicles, and the total system costs. The optimized model selects 11 total facilities, seven of which are 

existing and four of which are candidate locations. Including costs for building the material facilities, 

expanding the roadway network, transportation, and routing, the optimized solution reduces system 

costs by 7.2 percent. The increased costs for building material facilities and expanding the roadway 

network are outweighed by decreases of 16.4 percent for transportation costs and 13.9 percent for 

routing costs. 

2.4.2 Mathematical Model and Stochastic Multi criteria Acceptability Analysis for 

Facility Location Problem 

This study compares the solutions from two optimization models by applying the models to a real-world 

facility location optimization problem (11). The first model assumes there are no existing facilities and 

determines which should be opened and what locations they should service. The objective is to select 

the optimal number of facilities that will minimize the travel distance. The second model determines 

which facilities should remain open and which should be closed.  

The models are applied to a public sector institution that is not named. There are 24 service facilities 

and 55 districts that are studied. The first model determines that 11 of the existing facilities should be 

closed and three new facilities should be opened, reducing the total number of facilities by eight. The 

second model suggests that eight of the existing facilities should be closed, seven of which are the same 

facilities that the first model indicated should be closed.  

2.4.3 A Study of Vehicle and Materials Depot Location Problems for Winter Road 

Maintenance 

This paper solves a facility location problem in conjunction with a vehicle routing problem using a two-

stage Tabu Search algorithm (12). The model minimizes the total cost for vehicle routing and depot 

location and is constrained by the capacity of all depots meeting the material requirements for all roads, 

only a certain number of depots can be built, the demand of every route is less than the capacity of the 

vehicle, and that every depot has service vehicles.  

The model is applied to the central part of Changchun, China, and includes 321 road sections, 20 

candidate depots, and 13 spreader trucks. Two models are constructed, the first suggests that seven 

depots be built, resulting in routing costs of $48,563 and total costs of $118,563. The second model 

found that eight depots should be constructed, which results in routing costs of $46,251 and total costs 

of $126,251. Note that no currency was specified in the paper, and therefore costs are assumed to be in 

United States dollars. Regardless of the currency, the relative differences in costs between the models 

are valid.  
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2.4.4 A Survey of Models and Algorithms for Winter Road Maintenance. Part III: Vehicle  

Routing and Depot Location for Spreading  

Perrier et al. conducted a four-part comprehensive overview of winter maintenance models and 

algorithms and specifically focused on vehicle routing and depot location in the third part of the 

research (13). This survey found that depot location problems are typically formulated as network 

location problems, where depots are constrained to locations on the nodes or links of the given 

network. The location of vehicle and material storage facilities influences the costs for maintenance 

activities. Therefore, models to optimize the locations of these facilities include costs for vehicle 

operations, materials, and other aspects of maintenance operations.  

The survey also found research that developed combined models for facility locations along with routing 

or fleet sizing models. Such models include the number of vehicle and storage facilities and the amount 

of equipment that results in the lowest overall maintenance costs. Other models combine facility 

location optimization and routing optimization by assigning truck routes to certain facilities.  

2.5 GENERAL FACILITY LOCATION OPTIMIZATION RESEARCH 

Facility location problems are not unique to transportation agencies. While there are inherent 

differences depending on the business function that a facility is used for, lessons can be learned from 

other research into facility location optimization. The following sections summarize research pertaining 

to optimizing facility locations for various industries.  

2.5.1 The Multicriteria Decision Support in Choosing the Efficient Location of 

Warehouses in the Logistic Network 

This study optimizes the location of warehouses in a logistics network while considering labor costs, 

storage costs, transition costs through the facility, transportation costs, production capacity, and 

recipient demand (14). Researchers developed a genetic algorithm to solve the location problem. 

Genetic algorithms do not solve the optimal solution, rather they arrive at a nearly optimal solution. 

Input data are structured as matrices that represent the flow of materials based on capacity constraints 

of the producer, warehouse, and recipient. An adaptation function is created to look for the maximal 

solution that accounts for capacity and cost factors. Researchers apply cross-linking and mutation 

operations to develop the final matrix for each day and material type. However, the research did not 

clearly link the results of the genetic algorithm to warehouse locations.  

2.5.2 A Continuum Approximation Approach to the Dynamic Facility Location Problem in 

a Growing Market 

This paper develops a continuum approximation model to optimize facility location and deployment 

time to minimize facility costs over a planning horizon (15). Specifically, researchers evaluate facility 

locations in a growing market where demand increases, and additional facilities are required over time. 

The fixed facility costs are prorated over time and space, so fixed costs are constant and customer 
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service costs are a function of the service region. The model is then extended over time to approximate 

service regions, and subsequently, facility locations at different time intervals. The proposed model is 

applied to a third-party logistics vendor that ships agricultural products from farms to warehouses in 

Illinois over a 20-year period from 2014 to 2033. A total of seven warehouse facilities are opened, three 

immediately in 2014 and the remaining four over time. The terminals are spaced geographically to fulfill 

an initial service layout, and then additional facilities are added over time to fill-in the service area.  

2.5.3 A Facility Location Model for Municipal Solid Waste Management System under 

Uncertain Environment 

An algorithm is developed to find the optimal location for municipal solid waste transfer stations while 

accounting for uncertainty in waste generation rates, operating costs of facilities, transportation costs, 

and revenues (16). Small vehicles collect waste along their routes and drop waste off at transfer 

stations, where larger collection vehicles take the waste to landfills for disposal. A facility location 

problem is solved while considering interval variables and bilinear constraints. Essentially, the facility 

location problem is transformed into a deterministic equivalent problem that is optimized based on the 

decision variables (i.e., waste generation, transfer station capacity, and maximum number of transfer 

stations).  

The algorithm is applied to a hypothetical case study of a city with an area of 192 square kilometers 

(74 square miles) and a population of 1.8 million by 2035. The planning horizon for this study is 20 years. 

Ten potential transfer station locations are considered, and the minimal overall municipal solid waste 

management costs are desired. The case study considers transportation of waste from sources to 

collection points, transportation of accumulated waste to transfer stations, transportation of waste to 

composting plants or landfills, and transportation of composting residuals to landfills. The optimization 

chooses five of the 10 transfer station locations. Researchers conducted sensitivity analysis and found 

that the amount of waste collected was the most sensitive variable in the algorithm.  

2.5.4 Enabling Urban Logistics Services at La Poste through Multi -Echelon Location-

Routing 

This study developed a profitable urban logistics service for postal operators by designing an optimal 

facility network and vehicle fleet (17). The model compares scenarios with one layer of distribution 

centers and two layers of distribution centers and identifies the optimal number and location of 

facilities, size and shape of service areas, and fleet size and vehicle composition. The cost estimation 

formula accounts for vehicle options, mixed fleets, vehicle capacity, service time constraints, and joint 

pickup and delivery along the same routes. The model is an iterative two-stage process where the 

number of facilities increase with each iteration and the locations are used as the starting point for 

routing decisions.  

The model is applied to a practical scenario to determine if La Poste (a French postal service company) 

should ship all items through a single network infrastructure with one or two layers of consolidation or if 

they should ship items exceeding a certain size from distribution centers to demand points using 
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intermediary satellite facilities. The model determines the most cost-effective method in terms of the 

number and location of satellite facilities, location of the distribution center, assignment of segments to 

facilities, distribution of vehicles to facilities, and assignment of vehicles to segments. The model is 

applied to two cities of different sizes in France and results in similar distribution networks and fleet 

compositions.  

2.5.5 Flood-Resilient Deployment of Fueling Stations – Extension of Facility Location 

Problem 

This paper determines fueling station locations in the context of planning for severe weather events 

using a multistage linear stochastic program (18). This problem is an extension of a facility location 

problem that expands the fueling station network or enhances the capacity of the current network. The 

researchers propose a three-step approach to optimize the fueling station network to respond to 

extreme events. The first step is to model the network inoperability by considering two flood events and 

a base scenario for normal conditions. The second step models the interdependencies between the 

transportation network and the fuel station network. This step is used to optimize the location of fuel 

stations based on travel costs per mile. The last step optimizes fuel demand across the network and 

accounts for randomness in the occurrence of extreme events.  

The methodology was applied to the central business district of Fresno, California, to optimize fuel 

deployment. The study area is 27 square miles, includes 34 fuel stations, and is susceptible to 1 percent 

(100-year) and 0.2 percent (500-year) flood events. The researchers found that five fuel stations would 

be inoperable during the 100-year event and 24 fuel stations would be inoperable during the 500-year 

event. Different experiments are conducted to enhance the supply capacity at existing fuel stations and 

to build new fuel stations with varying capacities. Investing in these strategies results in a more robust 

fuel supply infrastructure during extreme flooding events.  

2.5.6 Multiple Approaches of Solving Problems in Postal Transportation Network in 

Conditions of Large Countries  

This research compares two models for optimizing a postal transportation network, the p-median model 

and uncapacitated fixed charge facility location model (19). The p-median model minimizes weighted 

travel costs from demand points to facilities. The uncapacitated fixed charge facility location model 

minimizes the overall fixed costs and transportation costs considering that facilities might have different 

fixed costs depending on where they are located, and the capacities of facilities are unlimited. The 

researchers apply the models to optimize Italy’s existing postal network.  

The postal system structure consists of post offices at the lowest level, mid-level regional centers, and 

high-level nodes. The models optimize the locations of high-level nodes or facilities in the postal system. 

The p-median model suggests 11 high-level facilities are needed to cover all the demand within the time 

constraints. The uncapacitated fixed charge facility location model suggests 13 high-level facilities will 

minimize transportation and facility costs.  
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2.5.7 Multi-Objective Optimization Models for Locating Vehicle Inspection Stations 

Subject to Stochastic Demand, Varying Velocity, and Regional Constraints  

This work optimizes vehicle inspection station locations using a stochastic multi-objective optimization 

subject to demand, varying velocity, and regional constraints (20). Researchers develop models to 

minimize the total transportation costs of customers and their total travel time by introducing a time-

cost trade-off. Two multi-objective models are developed for locating vehicle inspection stations. The 

first model is the expected value multi-objective program for the location of a vehicle inspection station 

that seeks the minimum transportation costs and minimum travel times while accounting for regional 

constraints as to where facilities can be located. The second model is the chance constrained multi-

objective program for the location of a vehicle inspection station that optimizes transportation costs and 

travel times within a given range while considering regional constraints and varying velocity.  

The models are applied to a case study in Fushun, China. Two examples are presented. In the first, the 

model optimizes the location of a station by minimizing transportation cost and travel time while 

satisfying regional constraints and not exceeding maximum transportation costs and time. In the second 

example, the model optimizes the location of a station by minimizing transportation cost and travel time 

within a confidence level and under maximum transportation costs and time.  

2.5.8 Optimization of Police Facility Locationing  

In this paper, the authors develop two models to optimize police facilities (i.e., police stations and patrol 

bases) subject to budget and feasibility constraints and integrate the optimization with geographic 

spatial analysis to allocate police resources in London (21). The p-median model minimizes the total 

distance between wards and police stations when the distance is weighted by crime rate. The maximum 

coverage model is used to determine the optimal patrol area.  

A case study of London is used to evaluate the models. The p-median model placed the police stations 

closer to areas with high crime rates compared to the existing locations of police stations. The distance 

weighted by crime rate between police stations and wards is reduced by 19 percent. The maximum 

coverage model determines the optimal placement of police patrol bases. In the base scenario, there 

are 217 patrol bases and 91.99 percent of crime locations are within 2 km of the patrol bases. Using a 

2 km coverage distance, the maximum coverage model places patrol bases more evenly and increases 

the coverage of crime locations to 99.82 percent.  

2.5.9 Reliable p-Median Facility Location Problem: Two-Stage Robust Models and 

Algorithms 

This paper develops a set of two-stage optimization models to design reliable facility location networks 

subject to disruptions while considering demand changes and facility capacities (22). The optimization 

determines location before considering disruptions then mitigates after disruptions occur. The two-

stage formulation first considers uncapacitated models then capacitated cases to easily incorporate 

demand changes. The objective of the models is to minimize the weighted operation costs.  
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The models are applied to 25 cities randomly selected from a data set of 49 potential cities. Researchers 

found their models can be solved exactly or with an acceptable gap when considering demand changes 

and capacities, a considerable decrease in worst case costs can be achieved by a small increase in 

operation costs during normal circumstances, and that demand changes due to disruptions should not 

be ignored while designing a system.  

2.5.10 Joint Optimization of Freight Facility Location and Pavement Infrastructure 

Rehabilitation under Network Traffic Equilibrium  

This paper develops a facility location model that integrates freight traffic routing under congestion and 

pavement rehabilitation in response to deterioration caused by freight vehicles (23). The objective is to 

minimize the total cost of facility investment, transportation costs including delays from traffic, and 

pavement life-cycle costs. The problem is formulated into a bi-level mixed-integer non-linear program 

then reformulated into an equivalent single-level mixed-integer non-linear program that considers 

facility location, freight routing, pavement rehabilitation, and traffic.  

The performance of the proposed solution is evaluated using a hypothetical network. The models 

efficiently find a solution that, when shipping demand is high, results in a total cost of $10.459 × 109. The 

models are then applied to a larger scale case study of the biofuel production industry in Illinois. The 

model accounts for origin-destination pairs, demand, refinery candidate locations, refinery capacity, 

construction costs, and biofuel demand. The benchmark scenario that only includes traffic congestion is 

compared to the scenario including pavement rehabilitation. The model with pavement rehabilitation 

reduces total costs by 7 percent, including 7.3 percent reduction in congestion delay and vehicle 

operation costs and 25.9 percent reduction in pavement rehabilitation costs.  

2.5.11 A Hybrid Multi-Objective Approach to Capacitated Facility Location with Flexible 

Store Allocation for Green Logistics Modeling  

The authors develop an evolutionary multi-objective facility location optimization model that minimizes 

costs and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (24). The first stage of the optimization determines which 

facilities to open and close, and the second stage determines which customers to assign to each depot. 

The facility location optimization model is capacitated, meaning that the researchers include capacity 

constraints for the facilities and the number of customers that each facility can serve.  

Researchers apply their model to a data set for a grocery chain company. They model financial costs 

with transportation and depot costs. Each facility has its own costs based on its geographic location. 

Environmental data are based on CO2 emission and electricity usage. The models produce results nearly 

identical to the optimum solutions. The lowest cost solution results in the highest CO2 emissions rate 

because fewer facilities are opened, requiring more transportation.  
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Researchers conducted a wide-ranging literature review focusing on several topics such as MnDOT Truck 

Station Standards for Class 1, 2, and 3 truck station projects, truck station location optimization 

conducted by other transportation agencies, research specific to optimizing the location of maintenance 

facilities, and general facility location optimization research. By reviewing this literature, researchers 

drew several observations that will benefit this research project. Table 1 overviews the literature review, 

excluding MnDOT’s Truck Station Standards.  

Table 1. Overview of Literature Reviewed. 

Location, Agency, and 
Scale 

Coverage of 
Optimization 

Type of Optimization 
Model Type 

Outcomes 

Connecticut DOT, 
statewide 

Route areas for truck 
stations and 
maintenance garages 

Linear programming Not user friendly, 
requires further 
development 

Iowa DOT, two truck 
stations 

Truck station locations Arc-routing of 
maintenance routes 

Located new truck 
station sites 

Missouri DOT, one 
district 

Truck station location 
and fleet management 

Multistage 
optimization 

Reduction in required 
number of snowplows 

Ohio DOT, one county Routes and truck 
stations 

Route optimization and 
economic analysis 

Model provides tool to 
compare any two 
scenarios 

Vermont DOT, 
statewide 

Location of material 
storage/loading sites 

TransCADTM built-in 
facility location tool 

Reduction in distance 
traveled 

Washington DOT, one 
repair facility 

Effects of failures at 
repair shop on 
maintenance 
operations 

Discrete-event 
simulation 

Various reductions in 
lane-miles plowed 
depending on failure 
type 

Victoria, Australia, 
statewide 

Location and size of 
maintenance depots 

Maximum coverage Number of required 
depots varies with 
maximum allowable 
travel time 

Lake County, Illinois Facility location design Mixed integer 
nonlinear program 

Selection of existing 
and new sites reduces 
costs 

Unnamed public sector 
institution, 24 facilities 

Which facilities should 
be opened and closed 

Capacitated facility 
location problem and 
stochastic multicriteria 
acceptability analysis 

Reduction in existing 
facilities and addition 
of several new 
facilities, overall 
reduction in total 
number of facilities 

Central part of 
Changchun, China, 321 
road sections, 13 
trucks, and 20 
candidate depots 

Facility locations and 
vehicle routing 

Two-stage Tabu Search 
algorithm for location 
routing 

Comparison of total 
costs and number of 
depots 
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Location, Agency, and 
Scale 

Coverage of 
Optimization 

Type of Optimization 
Model Type 

Outcomes 

Logistics vendor in 
Illinois, statewide over 
a 20-year period 

Facility location and 
deployment time 

Continuum 
approximation model 

Open three facilities in 
first year then four 
over time as needs 
expand 

Hypothetical example, 
72 square miles and a 
population of 1.8 
million by 2035 

Location of waste 
transfer stations 

Deterministic 
equivalent problem 
optimized based on 
decision variables 

Half of potential 
transfer stations 
selected 

La Poste, two cities in 
France 

Comparison of using 
one layer of 
distribution centers to 
two layers based on 
facility network and 
vehicle fleet 

Iterative two stage 
optimization for 
facilities and routes 

Determines most cost-
effective number and 
location of facilities, 
distribution centers, 
coverage areas, and 
vehicle assignments 

Italy, countrywide 
postal network 

Location of high-level 
distribution facilities 

P-median and 
uncapacitated fixed 
charge facility location 
models 

Models suggest 11 and 
13 high-level facilities 
to minimize costs 

Fushun, China Location of vehicle 
inspection stations 

Stochastic multi-
objective optimization 
subject to constraints 
 

Locates an inspection 
station to minimize 
transportation costs 
and travel time 

London, England Location of police 
stations and patrol 
facilities 

P-median and 
maximum coverage 
models 

Coverage of crime 
areas within 2 km is 
increased 

25 cities Facility locations 
subject to disruptions 

Two-stage optimization 
for uncapacitated and 
capacitated models 

Large decrease in worst 
case costs offset by 
small increase in 
operation during 
normal circumstances 

Biofuel production 
industry in Illinois 

Facility locations with 
freight routing 
considering congestion 
and pavement damage 

Bi-level mixed-integer 
non-linear program 

Total costs reduced 
7 percent, congestion 
delay and vehicle 
operations costs 
reduced 7.3 percent, 
and pavement 
rehabilitation costs 
reduced 25.9 percent 

Grocery chain company Opening and closing of 
facilities and CO2 
emissions 

Multi-objective facility 
location optimization 

Lowest cost solution 
results in highest CO2 
emissions 

Several DOTs have conducted facility location optimization; however, the analyses are generally limited 

in scale, that is, they typically examine only a small region or small number of facilities. The state of 

Victoria, Australia, conducted statewide location optimization of their road maintenance depots. This 
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study was conducted 15 years ago, and the location analysis was rather primitive by today’s standards, 

in that the location analysis was conducted at the city or town level. Vermont recently conducted a 

statewide study to optimize the placement of satellite salt storage facilities to reduce maintenance 

expenditure by allowing snowplows to refill material without having to return to truck stations.  

In recent years, several research papers have been published to optimize maintenance facility locations. 

These papers have used several different models, all of which generate cost savings resulting from more 

efficient facility locations. Facility location optimization problems are not unique to maintenance 

facilities or truck stations. While there are inherent differences depending on the business function that 

the facility is serving, lessons can be learned from other research into facility location optimization. 

Researchers reviewed papers optimizing facility locations for various uses including warehousing and 

shipping, police stations, postal services, and waste management. 

Several specific takeaways were documented from the research reviewed. A second level of facilities 

may be necessary to improve the cost-effectiveness of the optimization. Such facilities could include 

material storage depots strategically placed between maintenance sections to reduce the amount of 

deadheading. Models that only minimize transportation costs are not adequate by themselves, facility 

costs must be considered as well. For this research, transportation and facility costs will be included in 

the cost analysis. Some papers found that at a certain point further consolidation of truck stations will 

begin to increase the overall costs because more vehicles and staff are required to reach the further 

extents of maintenance areas. This results in additional deadheading and inefficiencies in maintenance 

operations.  
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CHAPTER 3:  STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the interviews conducted with various stakeholders pertaining to truck station 

location optimization, maintenance operations, and related topics. This chapter is divided into the 

following sections to describe the interview process and outcomes: 

 Stakeholders contacted and interviewed. 

 Interview format and topics. 

 Summary of responses. 

3.2 STAKEHOLDERS CONTACTED AND INTERVIEWED 

Interviews were conducted with various stakeholders to solicit feedback on maintenance operation 

practices, truck station details, local factors pertinent to the optimization, and practices used to locate 

truck stations when considering rebuilding or building an additional truck station. Stakeholders include 

district maintenance engineers, maintenance superintendents, subarea supervisors, MnDOT facilities 

personnel, local agency maintenance personnel, and other DOT personnel involved in truck station 

location optimization.  

Researchers interviewed maintenance staff at each district over the phone. The amount of personnel 

interviewed varied for each district. In addition, multiple interviews were conducted with several 

districts to gather different perspectives from various maintenance staff. MnDOT partners with several 

local agencies. As a result, researchers interviewed maintenance staff from three local agencies, out of 

the eight contacted. The agencies were selected based on responses from MnDOT district staff as to 

which agencies with whom they collaborate. These agencies provided another perspective about the 

relationship between MnDOT and local agencies. Table 2 summarizes the stakeholders contacted and 

interviewed. 

Table 2. Summary of Stakeholders Contacted and Interviewed. 

MnDOT Districts 
Contacted 

MnDOT Personnel 
Interviewed 

Local Agencies 
Contacted 

Local Agency 
Personnel Interviewed 

8 13 8 3 

3.3 INTERVIEW FORMAT AND TOPICS 

Interviews with each stakeholder were conducted over the phone. Having phone conversations 

provided the opportunity for additional feedback compared to a paper or web survey. Phone 

conversations allow for discussion on a range of topics and for interviewees to provide feedback on 

topics that may otherwise have not been included.  
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The interviews with MnDOT stakeholders focused on several broad topics, including: 

 District maintenance practices. 

 District maintenance zones and truck stations. 

 Expected future roadway expansion projects. 

 Local factors that may influence truck station locations. 

 Partnerships with other agencies. 

 Truck station location practices for new truck stations. 

The researchers’ goal during the interviews was to ascertain information pertinent to truck station 

location optimization practices. This includes information such as the number of maintenance zones, 

truck stations, and the amount and staging of equipment throughout each district. MnDOT personnel 

were asked to describe the locations of any known highway expansion or turn back projects that would 

add or reduce the amount of lane miles they are responsible for maintaining. This could include 

additional overpasses, highway widening, new highways, or roadways turned over to cities or counties. 

Due to the long expected life spans of truck stations, the increased or reduced lane miles need to be 

included in the optimization models to account for future conditions.  

The interviews with MnDOT District personnel will help identify local issues that otherwise would not be 

apparent to researchers but are nonetheless crucial to the optimization. For example, some 

maintenance garages may be located so that snowplows travel in one direction when a maintenance 

shift begins while the majority of traffic travels in the opposite direction. Existing partnerships with cities 

and counties were also described. District personnel spoke about truck station location practices for 

locating new facilities and the potential to combine facilities across district and maintenance zone 

boundaries.  

Researchers contacted agencies MnDOT partners with to gain additional details about the agreements 

from the local agencies’ perspective. These interviews focused on the nature of the partnership with 

MnDOT, such as sharing space, materials, maintenance routes, equipment, etc. Local agencies spoke 

about the advantages and any issues with their partnership agreements with MnDOT.  

3.4 SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 

This section is divided into two subsections that summarize the interviews with stakeholders at MnDOT 

and local agencies. Several districts identified truck stations that they believe should be prioritized for 

replacement. These priorities are each districts’ priority and do not necessarily include statewide 

priorities. MnDOT Building Services has a facility condition score for each non-radio building (over 800 

statewide) and operational deficiency scores for 50 truck stations. Building Services uses a formula that 

combines facility condition, operational deficiency, and district priorities to prioritize truck station 

replacement statewide. Any references to truck station replacements in the following section reflect 

districts’ priorities.  
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3.4.1 MnDOT Stakeholders  

3.4.1.1 District 1 

District 1 is divided into six subareas, each having between two and four truck stations with a total of 19 

truck stations in the district. Truck stations range in size from housing two to 11 snowplows. Parts of the 

district are rural, which results in some routes being very long compared to other districts. The district 

has several material storage and loading facilities that do not have trucks based from them. However, 

the district uses these facilities less frequently as they are using fewer single axle snowplows and more 

tandem axle snowplows. Tandem axle snowplows hold more material, reducing the frequency of 

reloading. The district makes a deployment plan for equipment prior to the beginning of the winter 

season but will move equipment around when needed. Typically, there are eight or nine snowplows that 

can be moved to other truck stations when snowplows require maintenance.  

The district has received requests from cities to relocate truck stations. Requests to relocate truck 

stations typically come when a truck station is located in the center of town and the city would like to 

redevelop the land or when residential areas encroach on truck stations. The district currently partners 

with several counties, and several more have expressed interest in building shared facilities. These 

facilities would combine garages, maintenance shops, meeting rooms, and salt sheds of MnDOT and 

counties. The district has prioritized six of their 19 truck stations for replacement based on age, 

condition assessment, and operational deficiencies.  

3.4.1.2 District 2 

Maintenance operations in District 2 are based from 17 truck stations in five subareas. The district 

headquarters and largest truck station, having 13 snowplows, is located in Bemidji. The second largest 

truck station is in Crookston and has nine snowplows. The remaining truck stations have between two 

and seven snowplows based from them. The district has four material storage locations that do not have 

any snowplows based from them. The district has vastly different terrain in the eastern and western 

portions. The eastern portion has wooded rolling terrain, while the western portion is extremely flat and 

has predominantly agricultural land usage. The flat terrain results in blowing snow and ice as well as 

flooding from the Red River. The Red River runs north, which causes flooding when the southern portion 

thaws and flows into the frozen portions to the north. A lot of maintenance work is conducted by 

District 2 staff in the spring to prevent and repair damage from flooding. The district has been investing 

in new maintenance equipment with more capabilities, with the intention that the equipment is shared 

among the subareas. The subarea supervisors meet weekly to discuss planned maintenance activities 

and discuss what equipment is needed and at what locations. For winter maintenance, snowplows are 

based at each truck station and stay for the winter season. 

The district has one truck station that was moved to a new site approximately 15 years ago to move 

away from the developed area of the city. However, the city has been growing recently and the city 

plans to develop residential areas near the truck station. The city requested MnDOT build privacy 

fencing around the truck station to reduce noise in the planned residential areas. The district partners 
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with several agencies to share facilities and provide maintenance services. These agencies include cities, 

counties, and other state agencies. The district has agreements with 12 cities to conduct snow removal 

in urban areas. In addition, the district is planning to rebuild a truck station in the near term and is 

discussing the possibility of sharing this facility with a county.  

3.4.1.3 District 3 

District 3 is comprised of eight subareas and has 20 truck stations. The southern portion of the district is 

more developed and has higher traffic volumes than the northern portion, which is rural. In the 

southern half of the district, all truck stations have five or more snowplows. In the northern half of the 

district, the truck stations in Little Falls and Baxter have nine snowplows and the remaining truck 

stations have between two and four snowplows. Most equipment, such as snowplows, loaders, and skid 

steers, is assigned to a truck station and stays where it is assigned for the winter season. Motor graders 

and snow blowers are moved around the district as needed. Most motor graders typically end up in the 

western portions of the district where blowing snow is more common. 

The region between Saint Cloud and the Twin Cities is growing. Almost every commuter highway in this 

region has a project to add capacity and lane miles. Growth over the next 20 to 50 years should be 

considered when locating and building new truck stations. Truck stations should be sized or built so that 

future growth can be incorporated easily. This does not necessarily mean that truck stations should be 

oversized, but the site should be laid out so that additional space can easily be added in the future. 

District 3 said their need for facility replacement is driven by operational deficiencies rather than 

structural deficiencies. The district has replaced three truck stations recently. One is on a new site and is 

designed so that it can be expanded in the future. A new building was added to another truck station to 

account for future growth.  

District 3 has been exploring the possibility of building a combined truck station with the Metro District, 

but they are struggling to identify a suitable location. This project appears to be on hold for the time 

being. The district feels that some truck stations could be combined when only considering distance but 

may not make sense operationally. For example, truck stations near the metro area may be roughly 

10 miles apart but makes sense operationally due to high traffic volumes.  

3.4.1.4 District 4 

District 4 is headquartered in Detroit Lakes, consists of six maintenance subareas, and has 17 total truck 

stations. Each subarea has between two and four truck stations depending on the number of 

employees, traffic volumes, and lane miles of routes. According to the district, rural areas have more 

truck stations than areas with more traffic volume due to the longer distance between truck station 

locations. The size of each truck station varies from having one to eight snowplows. The district assigns 

snowplows to truck stations at the beginning of the winter season and keeps the snowplows where they 

are assigned unless there is an emergency. There are 61 snowplow routes for the district and each 

subarea has an additional snowplow in reserve. Other equipment is moved around the district as 

needed. The other equipment in the district includes three motor graders, four truck mounted snow 
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blowers, and several tractor mounted snow blowers. District 4 receives a lot of blowing snow that 

creates snowdrifts up to 10 feet high in certain locations. When large drifts are created, the district will 

blow snow out of the area. In urban areas, the district will haul snow to another location instead of 

blowing the snow. 

The district is currently designed two new truck stations that will be reconstructed soon. One will be 

reconstructed on-site, and the other is on a new site. The district previously evaluated the possibility of 

closing two truck stations and building a combined truck station in a town between the existing truck 

stations. The district met with local legislators, sheriffs, state representatives, county engineers, county 

maintenance staff, and held local meetings. After evaluating building one combined facility for two 

years, the district concluded that having two truck stations was better in terms of risk management and 

from an operational standpoint. District 4 concluded that combining the truck stations would reduce the 

level of service and regain times for the areas farther from the combined truck station. The district did 

expect improvements in summer maintenance operations from combining the truck stations because 

for major summer maintenance activities the staff from both truck stations work together anyways. 

The district partners with two cities and one county, where MnDOT shares a truck station with the local 

agency. There are multiple locations across the district where MnDOT owns a salt shed that is used by 

MnDOT, cities, and counties. In these instances, every agency supplies their own material but shares the 

building in which the materials are stored. There are dividers to keep the material stockpiles separated. 

3.4.1.5 Metro District 

The Metro District has 18 truck stations that maintain a combined network of 5,500 lane miles. The 

district is divided into four regions: South, Central, Northeast, and Northwest. Additionally, each truck 

station is considered a maintenance subarea. Each region has four or five truck stations. The Metro 

District is small in geographical size, and the truck stations are spaced closely compared to other 

districts. When lane miles are added to the network, maintenance responsibilities are redistributed by 

adjusting the boundaries so adjacent truck stations maintain additional lane miles. The reassignment of 

lane miles is conducted by maintenance supervisors who discuss the number of trucks, lane miles, and 

amount of time to plow. The maintenance supervisors will balance out the maintenance routes they are 

responsible for between truck stations. 

Over the years, the Metro District has combined some truck stations. The combined truck stations are 

larger, and this has some advantages with equipment distribution and where mechanics are based. The 

Metro District is not adding many lane miles to its maintenance responsibilities. Therefore, a potential 

optimization strategy is to combine truck stations if the distance between them is not too large. Another 

optimization strategy is to build a regional truck station for each of the four regions. The regional truck 

stations could have specialty equipment based from them that is loaned to other truck stations as 

needed. In addition, more mechanics could be based at the regional truck stations. The regional truck 

stations could be large and include rooms to hold meetings and for training. These regional truck 

stations could house between 20 and 30 snowplows and have large material storage capacity.  
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The Metro District is considering building a joint truck station with District 3 in the northern part of the 

Metro District. This truck station would combine the Anoka (Metro District) and Elk River (District 3) 

truck stations. Combining operations across districts would be challenging but could be beneficial. One 

specific issue is the fact that there would be managers from the Metro District and District 3 in the same 

building, and this could result in different practices for different employees.  

The district has one truck station that is shared with a county and operates one truck out of a city truck 

station. One truck station is only used during the winter season and is closed the rest of the year. The 

staff are reassigned to specialty crews during other seasons and work throughout the district. 

3.4.1.6 District 6 

District 6 is divided into east and west portions, each consisting of four maintenance zones. Winter 

maintenance operations are mostly confined to the zone in which the equipment and operators are 

located. This is partially driven by overtime assignments and equipment distribution. During summer 

maintenance activities, this division of activities is more relaxed. The district has a total of 19 truck 

stations, 10 in the eastern portion and nine in the western portion. Equipment is assigned to the district, 

not each specific maintenance zone except for snowplows. In the eastern portion, each maintenance 

zone has multiple truck stations except for the Rochester maintenance zone. The Rochester 

maintenance zone has one truck station with 12 snowplows and was built recently with the intention of 

serving the entire maintenance zone. In the western portion, three of the truck stations are larger drive 

through style that house six to 10 snowplows. The other six truck stations have three or four snowplows 

and are the drive-in, back-out type of truck station.  

The district is considering combining some truck stations in certain maintenance zones. Several other 

truck stations are in the process of being rebuilt. However, the district is having issues finding suitable 

land for building truck stations. The district partners with local agencies in both the east and west 

portions of the district. These partnerships include sharing materials and truck stations. In one instance, 

a partnership was ended. Although the shared facility worked from an operational standpoint, the 

increased amount of paperwork and issues scheduling employees outweighed the benefits.  

The district plans to add additional lane miles on MN 57, US 14, and US 52, which will be reflected in the 

optimization models.  

3.4.1.7 District 7 

District 7 is divided into six subareas, with 20 truck stations, and 83 snowplows. The Mankato truck 

station is the largest in the district and has 15 snowplows. The other truck stations typically have three 

or four snowplows. In the past, the district has consolidated truck stations and rebalanced routes 

between truck stations. Routes are rebalanced based on number of trucks, lane miles, and route 

complexity. The maintenance supervisors will determine which routes, if any, should be redistributed. 

The district shares space with multiple local agencies by renting space for snowplows. In each instance, 

the district has their own material stockpiles at the rented locations. The district relocated a truck 
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station due to a highway expansion project. They were unable to find suitable land that met the 

district’s needs and the city’s needs, so the truck station was built in a nearby town. The district prefers 

for their truck station to have access to municipal utilities.  

The district is planning to increase the number of lane miles on US 14.  

3.4.1.8 District 8 

District 8 is divided into four maintenance subareas that have headquarter locations in Hutchinson, 

Marshall, Montevideo, and Willmar. The district headquarters is located in Wilmar. Each subarea has 

four truck stations except for Willmar, which has two truck stations. Most truck stations have either two 

or three snowplows based from them, except for the subarea headquarters, which have between five 

and nine snowplows.  

The district desires to rebuild two truck stations on their existing sites. In the past, the district has built 

truck stations on new sites and been forced to keep the land where the old truck stations were located 

due to environmental concerns and difficulties in finding new owners that could use the buildings. In 

some instances, the district has given away old truck stations to other government agencies that will use 

it for a public purpose. The district partners with multiple local agencies by sharing truck stations and 

material storage facilities.  

3.4.2 Local Agency Stakeholders  

One of the local agencies contacted is a partner in a facility shared by MnDOT, the county, and city. Only 

the truck station itself is shared among the different agencies. Materials are kept separate from one 

another, and each agency has their own equipment. Utilities are divided among the three agencies 

based on the number of employees and square footage of space used. The truck station was intended to 

be a shared facility among the three agencies, which helped reduce costs for all agencies by sharing 

construction costs.  

Another local agency shares two facilities with MnDOT. In each instance, the local agency owns the truck 

stations and MnDOT built the material storage buildings. The material storage buildings are designed to 

keep each agency’s material separate. At one of the truck stations, the local agency expanded their 

facility by building two additional bays for MnDOT. The other truck station is smaller, which makes it 

difficult to share among two agencies. One issue mentioned by the local agency is that MnDOT leases a 

loader that is stored at one of the shared facilities. However, MnDOT only leases the loader for the 

winter and the local agency would like access to it throughout the year.  

The final local agency that responded to researchers rents one-half of their truck station to MnDOT. The 

local agency built the truck station with the intent that it would be shared with MnDOT. MnDOT pays 

rent to the local agency and splits utilities. Each agency has their own equipment and operates 

independently inside of the truck station. There is one material stockpile, which is shared by both 

agencies. The local agency accounts for the amount of material they use each winter.  
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

Interviews were conducted with stakeholders from MnDOT and local agencies covering various topics. 

The interviews were conducted with district maintenance engineers, maintenance superintendents, 

subarea supervisors, local agency maintenance personnel, and other DOT personnel involved in truck 

station operations. Interviews were conducted with each district and three local agencies that partner 

with MnDOT. Topics covered during the interviews include district maintenance practices, district 

maintenance zones and truck stations, expected future roadway expansion projects, local factors that 

may influence truck station locations, partnerships with other agencies, and truck station location 

practices for new truck stations. 

The interviews proved beneficial in providing information crucial to truck station location optimization. 

Several projects that will expand the amount of lane miles MnDOT is responsible to maintain will be 

incorporated into the optimization model. The interviews also revealed several partnerships between 

MnDOT districts and local agencies. These partnerships mostly include sharing truck stations and 

occasionally sharing materials. Some partnerships were planned before the construction of a new truck 

station with the intent that the truck station would be shared among multiple agencies. In several 

instances, the truck stations are shared by the city, county, and MnDOT. Other agreements were 

facilitated with local agencies where MnDOT rents a portion of a local agency’s existing truck station. 

The local agencies only reported minor issues such as smaller truck stations being more difficult to share 

because there is already a lack of space. In one instance, MnDOT provides a loader at the shared truck 

station during the winter and the local agency would like the loader at the truck station year-round.  

The districts indicated that they use facility condition assessments and operational deficiencies to 

prioritize which truck stations to replace. Facility conditions and operational deficiencies need to be 

included in the implementation phase of this research. This will allow the optimization results to be 

turned into an implementation plan based on age, condition, and optimal location.  

The districts suggested potential location strategies to consider. Some districts provided specific truck 

stations that they are considering rebuilding, including pairs of truck stations that they are considering 

consolidating into one truck station. Districts have different ideas about combining truck stations. Some 

districts indicated it was a good idea, some indicated it was a bad idea, and others indicated it could 

work in certain locations only. One common theme on combining truck stations was that if the truck 

stations are in different maintenance zones or districts, combining them would be more difficult. 

Different supervisors have different practices and having crews doing things differently in the same 

truck station could be a challenge. Several districts mentioned that they have difficulty finding land for 

new truck stations. Issues that districts have encountered include mineral rights, wetlands, 

environmental concerns, and poor access to state highways.  
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CHAPTER 4:  OPTIMIZATION AND COST ANALYSES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the process to optimize truck station locations and evaluate the costs associated 

with each existing and potential location. This chapter summarizes the data requirements, 

methodologies, and results of the optimization and cost analyses. Alternatives for each truck station are 

evaluated, and the outputs are used in a cost analysis model to determine the present value of the 50-

year life cycle cost difference of each alternative as compared to the baseline scenario. This creates a list 

of potential alternatives available. Chapter 5 considers the optimal network of truck station locations 

and implementation priorities for each district.  

4.2 DATA REQUIREMENTS 

A wide variety of data is required to optimize truck station locations and analyze costs associated with 

truck stations. This section describes the data included in the optimization and cost analyses. Most of 

the data are not single values; therefore, ranges of values are used in the analyses. Ranges are captured 

by including the mean and standard deviation of values. The following sections describe the data 

required for the optimization and cost analyses.  

4.2.1 Optimization Data 

The data required to conduct truck station location optimization includes the following: 

 Location of existing truck stations. 

 Maintenance routes. 

 Amount of maintenance equipment. 

 Equipment material capacities. 

 Material application rates. 

 Size and location of available land. 

 MnDOT’s truck station standards for Class 1, 2, and 3 truck stations. 

The data pertaining to truck stations, equipment, routes, and material are used in the optimization 

models. The data pertaining to land and MnDOT’s truck station standards are used to determine 

potential locations for truck stations. MnDOT provided listings of all truck stations and maintenance 

routes. The truck station data include age, size, buildings, and rating information that will be necessary 

for determining the implementation plan. Additional details are provided in the following sections about 

the application of the data in determining optimization alternatives and analyzing the alternatives using 

GIS-based models.  
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4.2.2 Cost Analysis Data 

 The following sections describe cost data associated with weather, maintenance operations, and land 

and buildings. 

4.2.2.1 Weather Data 

Weather data were obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) 

Climate Data Online portal for all Minnesota weather stations in a time range of 1/1/2013–8/7/2018 

(25). Each record in this data set contains station information (including latitude and longitude), the date 

of observation, and a daily summary. The observation summaries included fields for precipitation 

(inches), snowfall (inches), snow depth (inches), maximum daily temperature (degrees Fahrenheit), and 

minimum daily temperature (degrees Fahrenheit). However, not every station had the same equipment. 

Some measured precipitation and snowfall but not temperature, while others measured temperature 

but not precipitation, and so on. 

Using ArcGIS 10.5, shapefiles were created from the daily summaries with a point for each observation 

placed according to the encoded latitude and longitude for the station, as shown in Figure 1. Each 

observation point was joined to both a county and a MnDOT district. The weather data were aggregated 

for each county and MnDOT district by taking an average of all available observations. This is a 

reasonable practice in Minnesota because local variations in climate are relatively small. The 

aggregation was done separately for each day and field (precipitation, snowfall, snow depth, max 

temperature, min temperature). For precipitation and snow fields, zero readings were easily 

distinguished from missing observations because the latter were left blank. 

Aggregation at the district level was used for two reasons. First, the optimization models were 

conducted at the district level, and second, MnDOT districts are sufficiently large that there were no 

problems with missing data. Some counties, on the other hand, had sparse coverage. Lincoln and 

Mahnomen Counties were the lowest, with reported data for only about 10 percent of days in the time 

period. 
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Figure 1. Location of NOAA Weather Stations in Minnesota. 

The output of this analysis is the snowfall per day for the winter of 2013/2014 to the winter of 

2017/2018. Based on this, the average number of days with snowfall per year are calculated for each 

district. On average there were 113 days with a measurable amount of snow, albeit some days only a 

trace amount of snowfall occurred, which do not require any maintenance action. The maximum 

amount of snowfall recorded in a single day was 5.7 inches. Based on the recorded snowfall over the 

previous four winter seasons, four snowfall severity categories are created. The four categories include 

0.05–0.49, 0.5–1.49, 1.5–2.49, and greater than or equal to 2.5 inches. Figure 2 shows the average 

number of storms that occurred per year in each district for each severity level. The number of storms is 

used to expand the operational outputs from the optimization models using the number of maintenance 

cycles for each storm severity. More information about the number of cycles is provided in the following 

section.  
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Figure 2. Number of Days with Snowfall Winter 2013/2014 to 2017/2018. 

4.2.2.2 Maintenance Operations Data 

Optimization models are used to determine operational outputs for each maintenance truck. The 

optimization models account for material delivery on the routes and material capacity of the trucks. The 

optimization models accumulate the distance traveled and total operational time starting when 

maintenance vehicles leave their assigned truck station until they return. This includes having to return 

to reload material prior to completing their routes. The operational outputs for each alternative are 

stored in a database and used as a basis for the cost analysis. The difference in operations of each 

alternative as compared to the existing truck stations determine the annual cost savings (or increase) of 

the truck station alternative, which is one part of the cost estimation. 

The optimization models for each alternative are solved for four different storm severities as 

represented by salt application rates. These account for maintaining all MnDOT’s maintenance routes 

once at each storm severity. Depending on the severity of the storm, routes may need to be maintained 

more than one time. One pass of the maintenance routes is known as one cycle; oftentimes additional 

cycles are required. The number of maintenance cycles varies depending on the priority of the route, 

the severity of the storm, and the length of the route, but in general ranges from one to 10 cycles.  

To incorporate operational time and distance traveled into the cost analysis several data elements are 

needed, including wages, straight time versus over time, fuel efficiency, and fuel costs. Wages are 

estimated from the MnDOT pay scale for snow and ice employees, which includes transportation 

generalists and senior transportation generalists. Wages for these two classifications range from $19.89 
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to $27.78 per hour. To capture fully loaded rates, the hourly wages are increased by 16 percent. MnDOT 

reports the straight time and overtime hours worked on winter maintenance on an annual basis. The 

difference between the hours for the last five years revealed that approximately 85 percent of the hours 

worked are straight time and 15 percent are overtime. Fuel efficiency for winter maintenance vehicles is 

4.5 miles per gallon, and fuel costs of $4 per gallon are used in the analysis. Table 3 summarizes the 

operational costs used in the cost analysis.  

Table 3. Summary of Operational Costs Used in Cost Analysis.  

Cost Category Variable Units Mean Costs 
Standard 
Deviation 

Wages 
Loaded straight 

time wage 
$/hour 27.65 2.8 

Wages 
Loaded overtime 

wage 
$/hour 41.47 4.1 

Wages 

Percent of time 
that is straight 

time (non-
overtime) 

% 85 N/A 

Wages 
Percent of time 
that is overtime 

% 15 N/A 

Vehicle operations Fuel efficiency Miles per gallon 4.5 0.5 

Vehicle operations Fuel costs $/gallon 4 0.5 

4.2.2.3 Land and Building Data 

Several factors for land and building data are analyzed for the cost analysis. Land values are extracted 

from the Minnesota Land Economics database maintained by the Department of Applied Economics at 

the University of Minnesota (26). This database allows users to generate reports for land values at the 

township/city level for all of Minnesota from 2009 to 2017. Users can select from the available land 

types or choose the total acres, total estimated value, or estimated value per acre for all land types. For 

the purposes of this analysis, land values per acre for all land types were exported at the township/city 

level from 2017. Nine value categories are included in the database, including agricultural, rural, tillable, 

two classes of timber land, two classes of agricultural preserve, green acres market value, and green 

acres taxable value. A land value per acre is associated with each optimization alternative by selecting 

the maximum value from the nine available categories for the town/city in which the optimization 

alternative is located. To capture the total land value of each optimization alternative, the acreage of 

existing truck stations is extracted using satellite imagery. Since each optimization alternative is 

compared to the baseline scenario of rebuilding on an existing site, it was assumed that the new site 

would be the same size as the existing site. The land cost of each alternative is calculated by multiplying 

the maximum land value per acre from the town where the alternative is located by the number of acres 

of the existing truck station site. Figure 3 shows the average land value per acre for each district. The 

value of land is the highest in the Metro District. Land values are more expensive in the southern 
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portions of Minnesota compared to the northern portions. The range of values per acre for optimization 

alternatives ranged from $573 to $960,017 per acre.  

 

Figure 3. Average Land Value per Acre for Each MnDOT District.  

Land acquisition costs are only a portion of the total cost for building truck stations. Additional costs are 

associated with site preparation of a new site, with demolition of an existing site, and with construction 

of the truck station. The cost of demolition used in the cost analysis is $9 per square foot of building 

space at the existing truck station site. Site preparation costs can be a function of acres of land or square 

footage of building space. The entirety of a truck station site is not used for buildings, so extensive site 

preparation is not required for an entire site. As a result, site preparation costs are calculated as a 

function of the building size. However, site preparation must extend beyond the footprint of the 

building. Site preparation costs are calculated by multiplying the square footage of the building by $12 

to account for site preparation of the building footprint and additional space around the buildings. 
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Construction costs of the truck station are assumed to be equivalent whether building on a new site or 

rebuilding on an existing site.  

4.3 OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY 

There are numerous methods and models to optimize the location of truck stations. The applicability of 

the methods and models depends on the desired outcome and scale of the optimization. For this 

analysis, the optimization consists of 150 truck stations from which 843 maintenance vehicles are based 

that are responsible for maintaining approximately 30,000 lane miles of road. Figure 4 shows the 

location of MnDOT’s truck stations and maintenance routes, which form the basis of the optimization 

models. To analyze the optimization alternatives, researchers developed models that optimized the 

maintenance routes of each truck station and compared each optimization alternative to the baseline 

scenario, which consists of existing truck station locations.  
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Figure 4. MnDOT Truck Stations and Maintenance Routes. 

Traditionally, route optimization is conducted using complex algorithms and matrix mathematics, which 

is suitable for small-scale analyses. For this research, the route optimization is conducted at the district-

level, necessitating an approach capable of optimizing routes over a larger geographical area with 

numerous routes and equipment of varying capacities. The ArcGIS platform is selected to conduct the 

optimization analysis. ArcGIS has an extension designed to optimize routes for discrete locations using 

multiple vehicles, which is modified to work with continuous routing for maintenance activities. ArcGIS 

uses the Dijkstra algorithm to determine the shortest path of the network and Tabu Search meta-

heuristic as the vehicle routing problem solving method.  

Development of the route optimization model begins with preparing a route layer containing all roads of 

every functional class in Minnesota. A network data set is created to capture elevation differences and 

one-way features of roads. These elevation differences allow the model to distinguish between 
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intersections and overpasses. Network attributes in the road layer include road hierarchy (e.g., freeway, 

arterial, collector, local road), direction of travel (i.e., two-way vs. one-way roads), cost attributes (e.g., 

travel time), and distance. After the network attributes are defined, travel times were calculated based 

on the length and speed limit for each road segment. Maintenance equipment typically operates at 

speeds equal to or below the speed limit. As a result of discussions with MnDOT personnel, a maximum 

speed of 30 mph is applied to the optimization models. The cost attributes for each segment are 

minimized to find the most efficient route for each vehicle. The operational characteristics of the routes 

for an entire district are combined and are used to compare the optimization alternatives to the 

baseline scenario. 

The next step of the model is to create the vehicle routing problem, which includes inputting the truck 

station locations and setting up individual maintenance vehicle routes. When inputting maintenance 

vehicle routes to the model, a start and finish depot must be defined for each route, as well as the 

depots each maintenance vehicle can visit for reloading. The maintenance locations must be input for 

the entire state, and successive locations are input on roadways to route maintenance vehicles along 

the roads. These locations, known as orders in the model, allow a simulation of the delivery of salt to 

each point on the route, and the amount of salt delivered is calculated from the desired application rate, 

length of the route, and number of lanes. Four application rates are modeled to account for different 

levels of storm severity: 200, 300, 400, and 500 pounds per lane mile. This information provides the 

model with the capability to account for diminishing loads, and the model will route a maintenance 

vehicle to a salt depot before the maintenance vehicle exceeds its capacity to apply material; a delay is 

applied at the truck station to account for the time required to reload the maintenance vehicle with 

material. Figure 5 shows the orders used as inputs in the optimization models. 
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Figure 5. Locations of Orders Used in Optimization Models. 

Truck stations are called depots in the model and are the locations where trucks are based from, return 

to, and use to reload with material when they use their allotted capacity. The existing truck station 

locations are used as the baseline models, and each alternative is tested and compared to the baseline. 

Routes are created for each truck, which are then assigned to a truck station. Single axle and tandem 

axle trucks are accounted for in the model by varying the capacity, or amount of material each truck can 

hold. Based on conversations with MnDOT, the amount of material for single axle trucks is 9,720 

pounds, and the amount of material for tandem axle trucks in 15,120 pounds. As described above, a 

certain amount of material is delivered to each demand point and once the capacity of the truck is 

reached, it returns to a truck station to reload material. The truck routes can be displayed to show which 

roads they maintained, and the route taken to and from truck stations. The resulting routes can be 

combined for all trucks based from each truck station to show the routes that each truck station should 
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be maintaining. This essentially shows the area of coverage for each truck station, and the routes 

change based on the alternative being modeled.  

The output of the truck routes contains operational information for each truck, including total times and 

distances traveled. These data form the basis of the information required to analyze each truck station 

alternative. In addition, the operational data are used in the cost analysis. A baseline model is 

completed for each district with the existing truck station locations and equipment configurations. The 

models for each alternative only test one alternative location at a time, while the remaining truck 

stations are all kept in their existing location.  

The operational outputs can be summarized and compared at various levels. To capture the interaction 

between the routes each truck station is maintaining, the results are summarized at the district level. 

The total time and distance needed to maintain all the routes in the district is summed for all the trucks 

included in the model. This results in total time and distance values for the application rates of 200, 300, 

400, and 500 pounds per lane mile. The operational outputs are weighted based on the number of 

events that typically occur each year. Then, each alternative is compared to the baseline in terms of 

percent difference in time and distance required to maintain the routes in the district under 

consideration. This results in 2 percent difference values for each alternative. 

4.4 OPTIMIZATION ALTERNATIVES 

Researchers developed optimization alternatives to evaluate potential truck station locations in the 

optimization models. A multiprong approach is used to identify optimization alternatives. During the 

stakeholder interviews, district priorities for which truck stations should be rebuilt and potential 

locations were discussed. In addition, researchers identified alternatives for every truck station to 

capture the ideal network of truck stations on a statewide basis.  

Potential optimization alternatives include relocating truck stations, combining truck stations, increasing 

the amount of equipment, building new truck stations, and relocating on site. The feasibility for 

partnerships with local agencies and other state agencies will be explored. The same alternative may not 

be the most feasible in every instance. It is likely that a combination of strategies will result in the 

optimal solution. The following sections describe the process used to identify alternative sites and an 

overview of all the alternatives.  

4.4.1 Identification of Optimization Alternatives and Sites  

Several factors were considered when determining potential sites for truck stations. Locating potential 

sites is not as simple as identifying vacant parcels. In Minnesota, several geographical factors need to be 

considered including location of wetlands, natural resources, terrain, and farmland uses. During 

conversations with districts, many examples were provided of potential truck stations sites that were 

not feasible because of wetlands or the discovery of natural resources. In some instances, terrain was a 

limiting factor in locating suitable parcels for new truck station locations.  
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Several other factors related to planning and zoning are considered when identifying truck station sites. 

Many cities and towns have development plans for where they expect growth to occur. In addition, 

zoning regulations outline the types of developments that may occur in certain locations. Ideally, truck 

stations are located away from residential areas. Many communities desire that truck stations not be 

located on properties that could be developed for commercial use. Researchers reviewed development 

plans, zoning regulations, and satellite imagery to locate potential truck station sites to test as 

optimization alternatives.  

To optimize MnDOT’s maintenance activities, truck stations should be located with direct or easy access 

to state-maintained roadways. In addition, access should not be impeded by railroad crossings. The size 

of truck stations varies depending on the amount of equipment and material needed to maintain the 

assigned routes and other functional uses of the truck station (e.g., staff offices, meeting rooms, 

maintenance hubs). The potential sites need to be large enough to accommodate current operations 

and future uses of truck stations. Whether or not the sites have access to public utilities is a source of 

current debate. However, for this analysis, access to public water and wastewater utilities was not a 

limiting factor of site selection.  

Considerations were given to combining certain truck stations. In some instances, districts thought it 

might be beneficial to combine specific truck stations. MnDOT may be asked to divest truck stations in 

the future and knowing which could be combined will be beneficial. The first step to identifying 

potential truck stations that can be combined is to determine the distance between the truck stations. 

The distance between truck stations does not provide all the information required. The truck stations in 

the Metro District are significantly closer together than the truck stations in outstate districts. This is 

because the number of lane miles each truck station is responsible for maintaining and the amount of 

traffic during peak hours. The average distance between truck stations in each district was calculated as 

a starting point. The distance between truck stations was then compared to the district average to 

determine if combining two truck stations should be considered. The final consideration for whether to 

create an alternative that combines two truck stations includes several factors, such as distance 

between truck stations as compared to the district wide average, lane miles each truck station is 

responsible for maintaining, localized traffic conditions, expected growth, truck station functional uses, 

and district priorities. 

Researchers balanced geographic limitations, zoning and development restrictions, MnDOT’s priorities, 

and the likelihood of future growth when developing optimization alternatives and selecting potential 

truck stations sites. 

4.4.2 Summary of Optimization Alternatives  

In some cases, MnDOT owns truck stations and is the only agency to use the truck station. Other truck 

stations are shared with local agencies (either owned by MnDOT or the local agency) or used jointly by 

multiple agencies (state or local agencies). Optimization alternatives are developed for every MnDOT 

truck station, regardless of who owns and uses the truck station. For this analysis, the location of joint 

use truck stations will be optimized based on MnDOT’s operations.  
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MnDOT officials developed ideas for optimization alternatives during the project, both during the 

interviews with districts and during the normal course of business operations. These ideas were included 

as alternatives during the optimization analysis. The alternatives from MnDOT officials varied from 

specific locations to model to general ideas that needed to be expanded upon to model. For example, 

MnDOT requested specific parcels of land be modeled because they became available. Other ideas 

included investigating the feasibility of combining locations and building large maintenance hubs with 

smaller outposts.  

Researchers evaluated several alternatives for each truck station. The types of alternatives considered 

include relocating truck stations to a more optimal location, combining truck stations, increasing the 

amount of equipment based from truck stations, building new truck stations, and rebuilding on the 

existing site. The feasibility of each of these potential alternatives was evaluated when developing the 

optimization alternatives for each truck station. However, not every one of these strategies was 

modeled for each truck station. For example, in many instances it does not make sense to combine 

adjacent truck stations because the distance between the two truck stations makes a centrally located 

truck station unrealistic.  

Table 4 shows the number of truck stations and number of optimization alternatives developed for each 

district. A total of 446 optimization alternatives are evaluated statewide. On average, nearly three 

optimization alternatives are modeled for each truck station.  

Table 4. Number of Truck Stations and Optimization Alternatives per District. 

District Number of Truck Stations Number of Optimization Alternatives 

1 19 48 

2 17 46 

3 20 57 

4 17 46 

Metro 18 61 

6 23 74 

7 20 64 

8 15 49 

4.5 COST ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

This section describes the methodology and equations used to conduct the cost analysis. Most of the 

cost values used in the analysis are not single values, the costs are within a range of possible values. 

Therefore, distributions are used to account for the range of possible values. To capture this, the cost 

analysis includes the mean and standard deviation of each data value and uses Monte Carlo simulations 

to evaluate the cost analysis equations one million times. The cost analysis is structured so that each 

optimization alternative is compared to existing conditions. Each alternative is compared individually to 

determine which are feasible for implementation.  

The equations used to analyze costs include demolition costs for existing truck stations, construction 

costs for each optimization alternative, operational costs for baseline conditions and each optimization 
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alternative, and a factor to convert annual cost differences into present value. The values for the 

variables included in the cost analysis are described in the data requirements section. Equation 1 shows 

the average cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline scenario: 

 Equation 1 

Where, Ubase is the upfront cost to demolish an existing truck station, Ualt is the upfront costs to acquire 

land and prepare a new truck station site, i is the interest rate of 2 percent, and n is the expected life 

cycle of a truck station, which is 50 years.  

TObase and TOalt are defined in Equation 2: 

 Equation 2 

Where, TCj is the costs associated with operational time for baseline conditions and each optimization 

alternative, OCj is the equipment operation costs associated with baseline conditions and each 

optimization alternative, and j represents baseline conditions and each optimization alternative.  

Costs associated with operational time, TCj, are found using Equation 3: 

 Equation 3 

Where, PST is the percent straight time, POT is the percent overtime, WST is the hourly operator wage for 

straight time, WOT is the hourly operator wage for overtime, z is the storm severity category, E is the 

number of events, R is the number of maintenance cycles, and T is the operational time for baseline 

conditions and each optimization alternative.  

Costs associated with equipment operations, OCj, are found using Equation 4: 

 Equation 4 

Where, Fcost is the cost of fuel, Feff is the fuel efficiency of maintenance vehicles, and Dj,z is the distance 

traveled from the optimization models for existing conditions and each optimization alternative. 

4.6 TRUCK STATION LOCATION OPTIMIZATION AND COST ANALYSES RESULTS 

Using the optimization and cost methodologies described above, every optimization alternative was 

evaluated and compared to the baseline or existing conditions. The sections below show the 

optimization and cost results for each district. The results compare the percent difference in time and 

distance traveled as well as the 50-year life cycle cost difference of each alternative to the existing 
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conditions. Please note that the cost savings shown in this chapter compares each alternative to the 

baseline and does not consider iterative implementation where one truck station is relocated then this 

becomes the new baseline to which the next relocations are compared to, and so on. When one truck 

station is relocated to a more efficient location, the benefits for relocating the next truck station may 

not be as large when including the improved location as when compared to the baseline scenario. 

Updated cost savings for each district that account for each optimal location being implemented one at 

a time are shown in Chapter 5.  

4.6.1 District 1 

Table 5 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 1. 

Table 5. District 1 Optimization and Cost Results. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Carlton North 0.00 −0.36 −459,000 

Carlton West 0.25 −0.03 −56,000 

Cook North 0.62 1.15 495,000 

Cook Northwest 0.27 0.24 168,000 

Cook West 0.34 0.85 336,000 

Deer Lake East −1.69 −1.62 −1,972,000 

Deer Lake West −0.66 −1.42 −1,161,000 

Ely South 0.60 0.70 424,000 

Ely West −0.21 0.01 −73,000 

Floodwood Far West 1.15 0.77 871,000 

Floodwood South −0.21 −0.56 −545,000 

Floodwood West 0.75 0.46 342,000 

Grand Marais East 0.17 0.38 67,000 

Grand Marais South −0.30 0.12 −241,000 

Grand Rapids East −1.03 −0.68 −918,000 

Grand Rapids North −1.66 −1.72 −1,896,000 

Grand Rapids West −1.33 −1.08 −1,266,000 

Hibbing East −0.08 −0.41 −225,000 

Hibbing South −0.69 −0.25 −581,000 

Hibbing West −1.37 −1.84 −1,493,000 

International Falls South 0.07 0.04 −58,000 

International Falls West 0.25 0.37 149,000 

Littlefork South −0.39 −0.50 −606,000 

Littlefork West 0.43 0.32 246,000 

McGregor North 0.91 0.76 529,000 

McGregor West 0.30 −0.42 −177,000 

Moose Lake East −0.12 −0.50 −284,000 

Moose Lake Far East 0.39 0.23 263,000 

Nopeming East 0.86 0.98 521,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Nopeming North 1.15 1.20 692,000 

Pike Lake North −0.27 −0.20 −61,000 

Pike Lake West −0.31 −0.46 −277,000 

Pine City East −0.33 −0.35 −417,000 

Pine City North 0.09 0.19 −12,000 

Pine City West −0.07 −0.25 −200,000 

Sandstone North 1.58 1.48 939,000 

Sandstone South −0.28 −0.01 −230,000 

Sandstone West 1.44 1.58 1,185,000 

Silver Bay North 0.30 0.48 207,000 

Silver Bay South −0.32 −0.11 −313,000 

Two Harbors Northeast 0.04 0.06 −472,000 

Two Harbors Southwest 0.13 0.05 −359,000 

Virginia East 0.13 0.53 −181,000 

Virginia Eveleth −0.72 −0.18 −378,000 

Virginia Far North −0.59 −0.53 −728,000 

Virginia South 0.30 0.26 −146,000 

Virginia West −0.19 0.05 −372,000 

Table 6 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 1 and provides the optimization 

operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. For District 1, 

8 truck stations should be rebuilt on site and 11 truck stations should be relocated, which results in a 

total cost savings of $5,128,000.  

Table 6. District 1 Summary of Optimal Alternatives. 

Truck Station Optimal 
Alternative 

Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Carlton Existing Site -- -- -- 

Cook North 0.62 1.15 495,000 

Deer Lake Existing Site -- -- -- 

Ely South 0.60 0.70 424,000 

Floodwood Far West 1.15 0.77 871,000 

Grand Marais East 0.17 0.38 67,000 

Grand Rapids Existing Site -- -- -- 

Hibbing Existing Site -- -- -- 

Silver Bay North 0.30 0.48 207,000 

International 
Falls 

West 0.25 0.37 149,000 

Littlefork West 0.43 0.32 246,000 

McGregor North 0.91 0.76 529,000 

Moose Lake Far East 0.39 0.23 263,000 

Nopeming North 1.15 1.20 692,000 

Pike Lake Existing Site -- -- -- 
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Truck Station Optimal 
Alternative 

Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Pine City Existing Site -- -- -- 

Sandstone West 1.44 1.58 1,185,000 

Two Harbors Existing Site -- -- -- 

Virginia Existing Site -- -- -- 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 5,128,000 

-- means not applicable 

4.6.2 District 2 

Table 7 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 2. 

Table 7. District 2 Optimization and Cost Results. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Ada East 1.15 0.09 227,000 

Ada Far West −2.59 −3.00 −2,281,000 

Ada South 0.59 −0.69 −471,000 

Bagley North 1.16 1.03 690,000 

Bagley South 1.61 0.88 899,000 

Bagley West 0.69 −0.21 114,000 

Baudette East −0.17 −0.03 −129,000 

Baudette South −2.99 −2.71 2,285,000 

Baudette West −0.18 0.00 −23,000 

Bemidji North −1.35 −1.70 1,614,000 

Bemidji South −0.92 −0.92 1,638,000 

Crookston East −0.43 −1.26 1,056,000 

Crookston North −0.71 −0.62 861,000 

Deer River East −0.06 −0.19 58,000 

Deer River Northwest −2.19 −1.97 2,155,000 

Deer River West −1.48 −1.23 1,359,000 

East Grand Forks East −0.32 −0.29 −301,000 

East Grand Forks North −0.42 −0.58 −622,000 

Erskine East −0.31 −0.92 744,000 

Erskine Far North −0.90 −1.18 −919,000 

Erskine West −0.01 −0.22 241,000 

Grygla East 0.61 0.38 263,000 

Grygla Far East 0.11 0.29 288,000 

Grygla West 0.52 −0.13 −275,000 

Hallock East −0.76 −1.50 −847,000 

Hallock South −0.04 −0.68 −514,000 

Karlstad East −0.11 −0.34 −135,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Karlstad South −0.34 −1.36 −455,000 

Northome South −0.61 −0.70 −701,000 

Northome Southwest 0.31 0.35 339,000 

Northome West 1.09 1.24 743,000 

Park Rapids East 0.70 0.59 199,000 

Park Rapids North 1.29 1.31 745,000 

Park Rapids South 0.45 0.11 190,000 

Park Rapids West −0.12 −0.14 −402,000 

Roseau East 1.49 1.26 1,053,000 

Roseau West −0.34 −0.58 −224,000 

Thief River Falls East 0.72 −0.03 -125,000 

Thief River Falls North −0.68 −0.42 −951,000 

Thief River Falls Southeast −0.22 −0.53 −659,000 

Walker East 1.21 0.68 433,000 

Walker North −0.56 −0.53 −737,000 

Walker South 0.72 0.29 46,000 

Warren East −0.65 −1.89 −916,000 

Warren North 0.09 −0.26 −61,000 

Table 8 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 2 and provides the optimization 

operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. For District 2, 

10 truck stations should be rebuilt on site and 7 truck stations should be relocated, which results in a 

total cost savings of $4,388,000.  

Table 8. District 2 Summary of Optimal Alternatives. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Ada East 1.15 0.09 227,000 

Bagley South 1.61 0.88 899,000 

Baudette Existing Site -- -- -- 

Bemidji Existing Site -- -- -- 

Crookston Existing Site -- -- -- 

Deer River Existing Site -- -- -- 

East Grand 
Forks 

Existing Site -- -- -- 

Erskine Existing Site -- -- -- 

Grygla Far East 0.11 0.29 288,000 

Hallock Existing Site -- -- -- 

Karlstad Existing Site -- -- -- 

Northome West 1.09 1.24 743,000 

Park Rapids North 1.29 1.31 745,000 

Roseau East 1.49 1.26 1,053,000 

Thief River 
Falls 

Existing Site -- -- -- 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Walker East 1.21 0.68 433,000 

Warren Existing Site -- -- -- 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 4,388,000 

-- means not applicable 

4.6.3 District 3 

Table 9 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 3. 

Table 9. District 3 Optimization and Cost Results. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Aitkin North −0.67 −0.51 −1,051,000 

Aitkin South −0.33 0.11 −566,000 

Aitkin West −0.29 −0.65 1,019,000 

Albany East −0.39 −0.07 −361,000 

Albany West −0.58 −0.40 −484,000 

Baxter East −0.89 −0.26 −1,157,000 

Baxter South 0.41 0.31 −419,000 

Buffalo East −0.48 −0.08 −541,000 

Buffalo South −0.67 0.00 −568,000 

Buffalo West 0.21 0.42 −24,000 

Cambridge North −0.05 −0.59 −318,000 

Cambridge West 0.18 0.69 156,000 

Clearwater East 2.33 2.25 −2,745,000 

Clearwater North 1.31 1.38 −3,438,000 

Clearwater South 1.20 1.19 −3,644,000 

Clearwater West 1.61 1.65 −3,257,000 

Elk River North 0.77 0.61 455,000 

Elk River West 0.95 0.28 376,000 

Garrison North −0.75 −0.51 −864,000 

Garrison South −0.09 0.17 391,000 

Isle North −1.13 −0.52 −1,055,000 

Isle South −0.80 −0.78 −943,000 

Isle West −0.91 −0.19 −772,000 

Little Falls East −0.24 −0.20 −621,000 

Little Falls North −0.26 −0.02 −494,000 

Long Prairie East −0.39 −0.15 −267,000 

Long Prairie South 0.06 0.13 22,000 

Long Prairie Southeast 0.39 0.24 179,000 

Milaca East −0.05 −0.32 −551,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Milaca North −0.19 −0.23 −482,000 

Milaca West −1.01 −0.24 −665,000 

Monticello MnRoads −2.68 −1.68 −2,279,000 

Monticello North −0.58 −0.86 −840,000 

Mora North −0.31 −0.60 −472,000 

Mora South −0.40 −0.35 −496,000 

Motley North 0.99 0.65 518,000 

Motley West 0.87 0.82 543,000 

Motley and Wadena 
Combined 

Central 0.31 −0.13 1,560,000 

Motley and Wadena 
Combined 

East −1.75 −1.86 −201,000 

Motley and Wadena 
Combined 

West −1.14 −1.50 353,000 

Paynesville East 0.85 0.58 518,000 

Paynesville West 0.15 0.09 −149,000 

Pine River North 0.23 0.59 −143,000 

Pine River Northeast −0.34 0.29 −299,000 

Remer East −0.60 −0.80 −1,083,000 

Remer South 0.20 0.38 −44,000 

Remer West −0.65 −0.49 −936,000 

Saint Cloud North −2.26 −2.36 −3,209,000 

Saint Cloud South −1.00 −0.39 1,200,000 

Saint Cloud Southeast −1.84 −1.32 −2,523,000 

Saint Cloud West 0.82 1.83 358,000 

Sauk Centre East −0.39 −0.49 −448,000 

Sauk Centre North −1.44 −1.04 −1,297,000 

Sauk Centre South 0.33 0.23 64,000 

Wadena East 0.83 0.88 762,000 

Wadena North 0.50 0.55 362,000 

Table 10 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 3 and provides the 

optimization operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. 

For District 3, 12 truck stations should be rebuilt on site, 6 truck stations should be relocated, and 2 

should be combined into a single truck station, which results in a total cost savings of $3,290,000.  

Table 10. District 3 Summary of Optimal Alternatives. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Aitkin Existing Site -- -- -- 

Albany Existing Site -- -- -- 

Baxter Existing Site -- -- -- 

Buffalo Existing Site -- -- -- 

Cambridge West 0.18 0.69 156,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Clearwater East 2.33 2.25 -2,745,000 

Elk River North 0.77 0.61 455,000 

Garrison Existing Site -- -- -- 

Isle Existing Site -- -- -- 

Little Falls Existing Site -- -- -- 

Long Prairie Southeast 0.39 0.24 179,000 

Milaca Existing Site -- -- -- 

Monticello Existing Site -- -- -- 

Mora Existing Site -- -- -- 

Motley West 0.87 0.82 543,000 

Paynesville East 0.85 0.58 518,000 

Pine River Existing Site -- -- -- 

Remer Existing Site -- -- -- 

Saint Cloud West 0.82 1.83 358,000 

Sauk Centre South 0.33 0.23 64,000 

Wadena East 0.83 0.88 762,000 

Motley and 
Wadena 
Combined 

Central 0.31 -0.13 
1,560,000 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 3,290,000* 

-- means not applicable 

* The total cost difference does not include the negative cost to build a new truck station in Clearwater, 

the $543,000 for the Motely alternative, or the $762,000 for the Wadena alternative. The total cost 

difference includes $1,560,000 for building a combined truck station for Motely and Wadena. Including 

the cost of the Clearwater truck station reduces the total cost difference to $545,000. 

4.6.4 District 4 

Table 11 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 4. 

Table 11. District 4 Optimization and Cost Results. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Alexandria North −0.60 −0.34 −283,000 

Alexandria South 0.14 0.07 −14,000 

Alexandria West −1.49 −1.07 −1,056,000 

Appleton East 0.64 1.12 927,000 

Appleton West 0.22 0.99 636,000 

Barnesville East 0.71 0.43 457,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Barnesville North 0.28 −0.25 127,000 

Barnesville South −0.07 0.52 304,000 

Benson East 0.55 0.923 732,000 

Benson North −0.70 −0.27 −24,000 

Breckenridge North −0.49 −0.31 −284,000 

Breckenridge South −0.72 −0.60 −628,000 

Detroit Lakes East 0.37 −0.17 −524,000 

Detroit Lakes North 0.35 −0.11 −303,000 

Evansville Far West 1.26 1.28 1,011,000 

Evansville West 1.13 1.52 1,325,000 

Fergus Falls North 2.66 2.93 2,022,000 

Fergus Falls South 0.70 1.45 821,000 

Fergus Falls West 0.41 1.08 622,000 

Glenwood North 1.34 0.90 1,162,000 

Glenwood Northwest −0.55 0.07 −1,000 

Glenwood South 0.11 0.58 337,000 

Hawley East 1.09 0.80 858,000 

Hawley West −0.32 −0.41 −123,000 

Henning East −0.21 0.02 −20,000 

Henning South −0.67 −0.44 −261,000 

Henning West 0.45 0.77 568,000 

Mahnomen East −0.03 −0.17 −2,000 

Mahnomen South 1.23 0.90 991,000 

Moorhead East 0.11 0.32 183,000 

Moorhead North 0.05 0.17 −157,000 

Moorhead Northeast 0.36 0.34 266,000 

Morris East 0.03 0.05 −113,000 

Morris North −1.20 −0.95 −917,000 

Morris Northwest 0.05 0.62 370,000 

Ortonville East 0.95 1.01 878,000 

Ortonville North 0.39 0.40 529,000 

Ortonville West 1.19 0.90 1,026,000 

Perham East 0.60 0.34 417,000 

Perham South 1.57 1.21 1,214,000 

Perham West 0.90 1.00 848,000 

Wheaton East 1.53 1.62 1,613,000 

Wheaton North −1.27 −0.28 −336,000 

Wheaton South 0.04 0.58 656,000 

Wheaton West 0.41 0.81 927,000 

Table 12 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 4 and provides the 

optimization operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. 

For District 4, 3 truck stations should be rebuilt on site and 14 truck stations should be relocated, which 

results in a total cost savings of $13,530,000.  
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Table 12. District 4 Summary of Optimal Alternatives. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Alexandria Existing Site -- -- -- 

Appleton East 0.64 1.12 927,000 

Barnesville East 0.71 0.43 457,000 

Benson East 0.55 0.92 732,000 

Breckenridge Existing Site -- -- -- 

Detroit Lakes Existing Site -- -- -- 

Evansville West 1.13 1.52 1,325,000 

Fergus Falls North 2.66 2.93 2,022,000 

Glenwood North 1.34 0.90 1,162,000 

Hawley East 1.09 0.8 858,000 

Henning West 0.45 0.77 568,000 

Mahnomen South 1.23 0.90 991,000 

Moorhead Northeast 0.36 0.34 265,000 

Morris Northwest 0.05 0.62 370,000 

Ortonville West 1.19 0.90 1,026,000 

Perham South 1.57 1.21 1,214,000 

Wheaton East 1.53 1.62 1,613,000 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 13,430,000 

-- means not applicable 

4.6.5 Metro District 

Table 13 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for the Metro District. 

Table 13. Metro District Optimization and Cost Results. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Anoka North 1.29 1.04 933,000 

Anoka South 0.54 0.34 424,000 

Anoka West 0.50 0.17 260,000 

Arden Hills North −0.59 −0.14 −412,000 

Arden Hills South 0.49 0.56 −901,000 

Camden East −0.55 0.39 −2,962,000 

Camden North 0.72 1.15 322,000 

Cedar Avenue South −0.94 −0.31 −9,975,000 

Chaska East −1.15 −0.96 −2,262,000 

Chaska North 2.08 1.69 310,000 

Chaska West 0.90 0.80 489,000 

Eden Prairie East −1.20 −0.51 −840,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Eden Prairie North −0.07 0.03 −2,217,000 

Eden Prairie Northwest −0.39 −0.04 −220,000 

Eden Prairie South −0.25 0.14 −879,000 

Eden Prairie West 0.28 0.03 −19,000 

Forest Lake Far North 0.08 0.51 71,000 

Forest Lake North −0.61 −0.39 −619,000 

Forest Lake South 1.88 1.92 1,646,000 

Golden Valley Far South 0.27 0.25 −11,454,000 

Golden Valley North −0.69 −0.33 −3,209,000 

Golden Valley South 0.23 0.36 −11,501,000 

Hastings North 0.14 0.31 296,000 

Hastings South −0.73 0.16 −498,000 

Hastings West −0.98 −0.07 −430,000 

Hub Concept 4 Hubs −15.01 −7.39 −10,076,000 

Hub Concept 6 Hubs −9.97 −5.51 −6,833,000 

Jordan East −0.34 −0.42 −659,000 

Jordan North 0.18 0.15 −241,000 

Jordan South 0.08 0.12 −58,000 

Jordan West 0.13 −0.04 −36,000 

Lakeville Far South −1.46 −1.00 −1,148,000 

Lakeville Gravel Pit −3.18 −1.85 −1,967,000 

Lakeville North 0.72 0.17 249,000 

Lakeville South −0.69 −0.60 −694,000 

Maple Grove East 0.15 0.89 1,080,000 

Maple Grove South 0.64 0.64 −357,000 

Maple Grove West 0.94 0.83 −343,000 

Maryland Avenue East −1.63 −1.30 −2,199,000 

Maryland Avenue North −0.49 −0.50 −1,131,000 

Maryland Avenue South −0.45 −0.02 −538,000 

Maryland Avenue West 0.23 0.30 −193,000 

Mendota East 0.43 0.72 −661,000 

Mendota Far East −1.45 −0.95 −1,289,000 

Mendota South −0.44 −0.53 −1,840,000 

North Branch East 0.52 0.20 351,000 

North Branch North 0.18 0.13 498,000 

North Branch South −0.92 −0.22 −158,000 

Oakdale East −0.89 −1.08 −1,999,000 

Oakdale North −0.05 −0.14 −3,045,000 

Oakdale South −0.72 −0.27 −3,305,000 

Oakdale Southeast −1.42 −1.11 −2,214,000 

Plymouth North −1.12 −0.31 −2,301,000 

Plymouth South −1.69 −0.07 −4,293,000 

Plymouth West −1.00 −0.88 −1,575,000 

Spring Lake Park East 0.04 0.48 −56,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Spring Lake Park North 0.79 0.52 313,000 

Spring Lake Park West 0.45 0.24 −146,000 

Spring Lake Park 
Arden Hills 
Combined 

Combined at 
Arden Hills 
Existing Site 

0.91 0.65 4,221,000 

Spring Lake Park 
Arden Hills 
Combined 

Combined at 
Primer Tracer 
Site 

0.38 0.64 2,934,000 

Table 14 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in the Metro District and provides the 

optimization operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. 

For the Metro District, 9 truck stations should be rebuilt on site, 7 truck stations should be relocated and 

2 should be combined into a single truck station, which results in a total cost savings of $8,654,000.  

Table 14. Metro District Summary of Optimal Alternatives. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Anoka North 1.29 1.04 933,000 

Arden Hills Existing Site -- -- -- 

Camden North 0.72 1.15 322,000 

Cedar Avenue Existing Site -- -- -- 

Chaska West 0.90 0.80 489,000 

Eden Prairie Existing Site -- -- -- 

Forest Lake South 1.88 1.92 1,646,000 

Golden Valley Existing Site -- -- -- 

Hastings North 0.14 0.31 296,000 

Jordan Existing Site -- -- -- 

Lakeville North 0.72 0.17 249,000 

Maple Grove Existing Site -- -- -- 

Maryland Avenue Existing Site -- -- -- 

Mendota Existing Site -- -- -- 

North Branch North 0.18 0.13 498,000 

Oakdale Existing Site -- -- -- 

Plymouth Existing Site -- -- -- 

Spring Lake Park North 0.79 0.52 313,000 

Spring Lake Park 
Arden Hills 
combined 

Combine at 
Arden Hills 
existing site 

0.91 0.65 4,221,000 

Hub Concept Do not 
implement 

-- -- -- 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 8,654,000* 

-- means not applicable 
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* Note, this includes $4,221,000 for combining Spring Lake Park and Arden Hills but does not include 

$313,000 for relocating Spring Lake Park at the north alternative location.  

4.6.6 District 6 

District staff are considering turning over MN 246 to Rice and Goodhue counties for maintenance 

purposes. Two scenarios are evaluated for District 6, one without MN 246 and one with MN 246.  

Table 15 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 6 without MN 246. 

Table 15. District 6 Optimization and Cost Results without MN 246. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Albert Lea Far South -0.03 0.27 216,000 

Albert Lea North 1.00 0.77 917,000 

Albert Lea South -0.07 0.23 47,000 

Albert Lea West -0.42 0.27 -170,000 

Austin East 0.80 0.46 827,000 

Austin Far East 2.85 2.82 2,688,000 

Austin West 0.47 0.28 355,000 

Caledonia North 0.16 -0.08 67,000 

Caledonia West -1.23 -0.20 -748,000 

Cannon Falls East 0.11 0.08 -14,000 

Cannon Falls North -0.18 0.03 -159,000 

Cannon Falls South -0.29 0.16 15,000 

Chatfield East 1.59 0.99 1,339,000 

Chatfield North 1.09 1.33 1,351,000 

Chatfield South 1.73 1.29 1,585,000 

Dodge Center East 0.03 -0.33 108,000 

Dodge Center South -0.84 0.24 -459,000 

Dodge Center West -0.76 -0.14 -480,000 

Dresbach Far North -0.71 -0.26 -284,000 

Dresbach North 0.82 0.80 755,000 

Dresbach West 0.05 0.23 -136,000 

Dresbach La 
Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at 
Dresbach Site 

-0.65 -0.31 869,000 

Dresbach La 
Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at La 
Crescent Site 

-1.37 -1.15 -143,000 

Dresbach La 
Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at I-
90 Site 

-1.84 -1.39 -291,000 

Faribault East 0.50 0.65 705,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Faribault North 0.73 1.37 1,145,000 

Faribault South -0.39 -0.70 -648,000 

Houston East -0.06 -0.03 -71,000 

Houston North 0.47 0.19 520,000 

Houston West -0.03 0.24 -211,000 

La Crescent South 1.29 1.08 1,434,000 

La Crescent West 0.31 0.47 447,000 

Northfield North 1.31 1.01 919,000 

Northfield South -0.59 -0.07 -8,000 

Northfield West 0.06 0.65 262,000 

Owatonna East -0.04 0.00 -616,000 

Owatonna North -0.46 0.38 -831,000 

Owatonna South 0.27 0.78 -121,000 

Preston East 2.15 1.95 2,268,000 

Preston North 2.15 1.36 1,711,000 

Preston South 1.43 1.34 1,543,000 

Red Wing East 0.47 0.29 284,000 

Red Wing South -0.02 -0.16 125,000 

Red Wing West -0.42 -0.63 -375,000 

Rochester East 1.26 1.32 -6,000 

Rochester North 1.01 0.71 -102,000 

Rochester South 1.50 0.64 301,000 

Rochester Southeast 0.45 1.47 183,000 

Rushford East -0.97 -0.26 -846,000 

Rushford South 2.12 1.79 1,767,000 

Rushford West 0.96 0.76 1,300,000 

Saint Charles East 0.43 1.01 1,006,000 

Saint Charles North 0.52 0.95 995,000 

Spring Valley East 1.08 1.12 1,649,000 

Spring Valley South 1.18 1.02 1,709,000 

Spring Valley West 1.22 1.50 1,513,000 

Stewartville East 1.06 0.65 1,002,000 

Stewartville North 1.87 1.76 2,012,000 

Stewartville South 1.49 0.80 1,023,000 

Wabasha Far North 0.61 0.33 897,000 

Wabasha North -0.35 -0.67 -518,000 

Wabasha South 0.94 0.67 734,000 

Wabasha West -0.28 -0.51 -258,000 

Wilson East -1.09 -0.49 -1,108,000 

Wilson North 0.17 0.19 74,000 

Wilson West -0.02 0.05 131,000 

Winona North -0.22 -0.26 -304,000 

Winona South 0.44 0.69 600,000 

Winona West 1.09 1.54 1,907,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Zumbrota East 0.95 1.35 1,348,000 

Zumbrota North 1.05 0.64 649,000 

Zumbrota Northwest -0.67 -0.12 -69,000 

Zumbrota South -0.62 -0.29 -552,000 

Table 16 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 6 and provides the 

optimization operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. 

For District 6 without MN 246, 3 truck stations should be rebuilt on site and 20 truck stations should be 

relocated, which results in a total cost savings of $23,701,000.  

Table 16. District 6 Summary of Optimal Alternatives without MN 246. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Albert Lea North 1.00 0.77 917,000 

Austin Far East 2.85 2.82 2,688,000 

Caledonia Existing Site -- -- -- 

Cannon Falls Existing Site -- -- -- 

Chatfield South 1.73 1.29 1,585,000 

Dodge Center East 0.03 -0.33 108,000 

Dresbach North 0.82 0.80 755,000 

Dresbach and 
La Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at 
Dresbach Site 

-0.65 -0.31 869,000 

Faribault North 0.73 1.37 1,145,000 

Houston North 0.47 0.19 520,000 

La Crescent South 1.29 1.08 1,434,000 

Northfield North 1.31 1.01 919,000 

Owatonna Existing Site -- -- -- 

Preston East 2.15 1.95 2,268,000 

Red Wing East 0.47 0.29 284,000 

Rochester South 1.50 0.64 301,000 

Rushford South 2.12 1.79 1,767,000 

St. Charles East 0.43 1.01 1,006,000 

Spring Valley South 1.18 1.02 1,709,000 

Stewartville North 1.87 1.76 2,012,000 

Wabasha Far North 0.61 0.33 897,000 

Wilson West -0.02 0.05 131,000 

Winona West 1.09 1.54 1,907,000 

Zumbrota East 0.95 1.35 1,348,000 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 23,701,000* 

-- means not applicable 
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* Note, the $23,701,000 total does not include $869,000 for combining Dresbach and La Crescent 

because more efficient locations are found for both Dresbach and La Crescent.  

Table 17 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 6 with MN 246. 

Table 17. District 6 Optimization and Cost Results with MN 246. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Albert Lea Far South -0.37 -0.75 -582,000 

Albert Lea North 0.54 -0.12 126,000 

Albert Lea South -0.70 -1.00 -1,154,000 

Albert Lea West -0.70 -0.81 -1,176,000 

Austin East 0.78 0.56 874,000 

Austin Far East 0.70 0.74 1,450,000 

Austin West -0.01 -0.22 -107,000 

Caledonia North 0.01 -0.88 166,000 

Caledonia West -1.67 -0.97 -859,000 

Cannon Falls East 0.97 0.19 426,000 

Cannon Falls North 0.78 0.12 440,000 

Cannon Falls South 0.24 0.40 84,000 

Chatfield East 1.10 -0.10 733,000 

Chatfield North 0.16 0.80 683,000 

Chatfield South 1.58 0.77 1,778,000 

Dodge Center East -0.19 -0.50 172,000 

Dodge Center South 0.49 0.28 667,000 

Dodge Center West -0.31 -0.04 -157,000 

Dresbach Far North -0.82 -1.29 -757,000 

Dresbach North -0.58 -0.38 -456,000 

Dresbach West -0.27 -0.31 -269,000 

Dresbach La 
Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at 
Dresbach Site 

-0.69 -0.48 739,000 

Dresbach La 
Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at La 
Crescent Site 

-1.41 -1.14 -66,000 

Dresbach La 
Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at I-
90 Site 

-2.24 -2.22 -592,000 

Faribault East 0.50 0.46 -921,000 

Faribault North 0.62 0.61 1,100,000 

Faribault South 1.45 1.27 1,304,000 

Houston East -0.79 -0.65 -562,000 

Houston North -0.33 -0.83 -172,000 

Houston West -0.54 -1.01 -372,000 

La Crescent South 1.13 0.78 1,147,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

La Crescent West 1.02 0.11 677,000 

Northfield North 1.78 1.16 1,868,000 

Northfield South -0.01 0.13 230,000 

Northfield West -0.15 0.41 495,000 

Owatonna East -2.03 -1.73 -2,176,000 

Owatonna North -0.58 -0.36 -838,000 

Owatonna South -0.35 -0.28 -944,000 

Preston East -0.48 -0.33 116,000 

Preston North 0.40 -0.25 364,000 

Preston South 0.45 0.55 781,000 

Red Wing East 0.23 0.23 287,000 

Red Wing South -0.45 -0.26 -317,000 

Red Wing West -0.24 -0.43 -289,000 

Rochester East -0.10 -0.33 -1,336,000 

Rochester North 0.23 0.02 -696,000 

Rochester South 0.63 -0.01 -405,000 

Rochester Southeast 0.11 -0.45 -285,000 

Rushford East -1.08 -1.38 -1,485,000 

Rushford South -0.31 0.07 -137,000 

Rushford West 0.29 0.10 461,000 

Saint Charles East 0.37 0.59 948,000 

Saint Charles North -0.97 -1.33 -1,132,000 

Spring Valley East 0.96 0.47 784,000 

Spring Valley South 1.05 0.72 1,219,000 

Spring Valley West 0.17 -0.21 84,000 

Stewartville East 0.80 0.52 874,000 

Stewartville North 1.10 0.97 1,168,000 

Stewartville South 0.84 -0.38 349,000 

Wabasha Far North 0.08 -0.31 186,000 

Wabasha North 0.72 -0.22 294,000 

Wabasha South 1.40 0.85 996,000 

Wabasha West -0.35 -0.87 354,000 

Wilson East 0.23 0.06 293,000 

Wilson North -1.46 -1.01 -1,020,000 

Wilson West -0.53 -0.66 269,000 

Winona North -1.61 -2.10 -2,200,000 

Winona South -1.50 -1.23 -1,386,000 

Winona West 0.66 0.23 1,173,000 

Zumbrota East 2.18 1.94 2,069,000 

Zumbrota North 1.53 0.88 1,078,000 

Zumbrota Northwest 0.16 -0.29 -48,000 

Zumbrota South 1.05 0.96 1,072,000 
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Table 18 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 6 and provides the 

optimization operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. 

For District 6 with MN 246, 4 truck stations should be rebuilt on site and 19 truck stations should be 

relocated, which results in a total cost savings of $21,356,000.  

Table 18. District 6 Summary of Optimal Alternatives with MN 246. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Albert Lea North 0.54 -0.12 126,000 

Austin Far East 0.70 0.74 1,450,000 

Caledonia North 0.01 -0.88 166,000 

Cannon Falls North 0.78 0.12 440,000 

Chatfield South 1.58 0.77 1,778,000 

Dodge Center South 0.49 0.28 667,000 

Dresbach Existing Site -- -- -- 

Dresbach and 
La Crescent 
Combined 

Combined at 
Dresbach Site 

-0.69 -0.48 739,000 

Faribault South 1.45 1.27 1,304,000 

Houston Existing Site -- -- -- 

La Crescent South 1.13 0.78 1,147,000 

Northfield North 1.78 1.16 1,868,000 

Owatonna Existing Site -- -- -- 

Preston South 0.45 0.55 781,000 

Red Wing East 0.23 0.23 287,000 

Rochester Existing Site -- -- -- 

Rushford West 0.29 0.10 461,000 

St. Charles East 0.37 0.59 948,000 

Spring Valley South 1.05 0.72 1,219,000 

Stewartville North 1.10 0.97 1,168,000 

Wabasha South 1.40 0.85 996,000 

Wilson East 0.23 0.06 293,000 

Winona West 0.66 0.23 1,173,000 

Zumbrota East 2.18 1.94 2,069,000 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 21,356,000* 

-- means not applicable 

* Note, the $21,356,000 total does not include $739,000 for combining Dresbach and La Crescent 

because a more efficient location is found for La Crescent that resulted in a greater cost savings.  
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4.6.7 District 7 

Table 19 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 7. 

Table 19. District 7 Optimization and Cost Results. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Adrian East −0.36 −0.56 −53,000 

Adrian North 0.23 0.49 58,000 

Adrian South 0.06 −0.10 −106,000 

Adrian West −0.84 −0.98 −736,000 

Blue Earth East −0.42 −0.52 −348,000 

Blue Earth North −0.30 0.35 −179,000 

Blue Earth West 0.07 −0.05 −222,000 

Fairmont East −0.18 −0.32 −48,000 

Fairmont Far North 0.13 0.09 −151,000 

Fairmont North −0.12 0.32 −29,000 

Fairmont West −0.58 0.00 −71,000 

Gaylord East −1.01 −0.87 −573,000 

Gaylord South 0.61 0.77 198,000 

Gaylord West −0.07 0.25 −241,000 

Jackson North −0.40 −0.42 −537,000 

Jackson West −0.72 −0.52 −433,000 

Le Sueur Far North 1.12 0.93 651,000 

Le Sueur North 0.26 0.26 −72,000 

Le Sueur West −1.14 −0.49 −829,000 

Luverne East −1.57 −1.25 −1,218,000 

Luverne North −0.55 −0.20 −350,000 

Luverne South 0.11 −0.18 −275,000 

Mankato North 0.68 0.98 −55,000 

Mankato South −1.41 −0.55 −2,176,000 

Mankato Southwest 0.80 0.99 −137,000 

Mankato West 2.48 1.66 645,000 

Mapleton North 0.16 0.30 58,000 

Mapleton South 0.42 0.42 201,000 

Mapleton West −0.23 0.34 −127,000 

Montgomery Far South 0.80 0.13 352,000 

Montgomery North 0.26 −0.72 −284,000 

Montgomery South 0.59 0.33 232,000 

Courtland East 0.13 0.00 258,000 

Courtland South 0.25 0.85 124,000 

Sherburn East 0.18 0.17 330,000 

Sherburn Far North 0.15 0.43 257,000 

Sherburn North −0.33 −0.48 −41,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Sleepy Eye North −1.11 0.03 529,000 

Sleepy Eye South 0.33 0.64 228,000 

Sleepy Eye West −0.59 0.79 35,000 

St. James East 1.16 1.11 638,000 

St. James North −0.35 0.34 −127,000 

St. James West 1.85 1.90 1,086,000 

St. Peter East −0.07 0.63 199,000 

St. Peter North 0.05 0.08 −16,000 

St. Peter South 0.19 0.19 188,000 

St. Peter West −0.33 0.19 −199,000 

Storden East 0.57 0.80 515,000 

Storden Far East −2.09 −1.09 −1,015,000 

Waseca North 1.31 0.48 290,000 

Waseca South 0.24 0.10 −76,000 

Waseca West −1.07 −0.80 −755,000 

Wells East 0.02 0.25 217,000 

Wells North 0.17 0.21 215,000 

Wells South 1.32 0.98 539,000 

Wells West 0.59 0.96 465,000 

Windom East 1.99 1.54 845,000 

Windom North 0.94 1.04 366,000 

Windom South 0.07 0.09 −304,000 

Windom West 0.31 0.53 −162,000 

Worthington East 0.54 0.84 551,000 

Worthington North −0.13 −0.11 −237,000 

Worthington Northeast 0.31 0.28 65,000 

Table 20 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 7 and provides the 

optimization operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. 

For District 7, 4 truck stations should be rebuilt on site and 16 truck stations should be relocated, which 

results in a total cost savings of $6,946,000.  

Table 20. District 7 Summary of Optimal Alternatives. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Adrian North 0.23 0.49 58,000 

Blue Earth Existing Site -- -- -- 

Fairmont Existing Site -- -- -- 

Gaylord South 0.61 0.77 198,000 

Jackson Existing Site -- -- -- 

Le Sueur Far North 1.12 0.93 651,000 

Luverne Existing Site -- -- -- 

Mankato West 2.48 1.66 645,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Mapleton South 0.42 0.42 201,000 

Montgomery Far South 0.80 0.13 352,000 

Courtland East 0.13 0.00 258,000 

Sherburn East 0.18 0.17 330,000 

Sleepy Eye South 0.33 0.64 228,000 

St. James West 1.85 1.90 1,086,000 

St. Peter East -0.07 0.63 199,000 

Storden East 0.57 0.80 515,000 

Waseca North 1.31 0.48 290,000 

Wells South 1.32 0.98 539,000 

Windom East 1.99 1.54 845,000 

Worthington East 0.54 0.84 551,000 

Total Cost Difference -- -- -- 6,946,000 

-- means not applicable 

4.6.8 District 8 

Table 21 summarizes the optimization operational time and distance differences as well as the 50-year 

life cycle cost difference for each alternative as compared to the baseline for District 8. 

Table 21. District 8 Optimization and Cost Results. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Glencoe East −0.33 −0.60 −448,000 

Glencoe Far West 0.05 −0.03 −163,000 

Glencoe West 1.46 0.73 784,000 

Granite Falls East −1.39 −1.04 −984,000 

Granite Falls North −1.66 −1.05 −1,170,000 

Granite Falls South −1.41 −0.82 −922,000 

Granite Falls West −0.30 −0.28 −260,000 

Hutchinson East 0.62 0.45 184,000 

Hutchinson North −0.86 −0.36 −831,000 

Hutchinson South 0.11 −0.35 −203,000 

Hutchinson West 2.64 2.33 1,425,000 

Ivanhoe East 0.53 0.32 238,000 

Ivanhoe North −0.78 −0.64 −822,000 

Lake Benton East 0.00 0.00 −22,000 

Lake Benton North 0.00 0.00 −25,000 

Lake Benton South 0.00 0.00 −21,000 

Litchfield North 0.42 0.45 −55,000 

Litchfield South 0.60 −0.13 −102,000 

Litchfield West 0.17 0.16 −141,000 

Madison East 0.02 −0.31 −131,000 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Madison North 0.22 0.36 209,000 

Madison South −0.08 −0.05 −473,000 

Marshall North −0.59 0.01 −1,076,000 

Marshall Northwest 0.03 0.80 −642,000 

Marshall South −2.43 −1.59 −2,285,000 

Marshall Southwest 0.35 0.00 −591,000 

Montevideo East −0.57 −0.36 −416,000 

Montevideo North −0.27 −0.15 −459,000 

Montevideo South −0.19 −0.17 −173,000 

Montevideo West −0.97 −0.84 −665,000 

Olivia East 0.81 0.32 185,000 

Olivia North −1.30 −1.43 −875,000 

Olivia South 0.37 0.13 −67,000 

Olivia West 0.35 −0.01 −215,000 

Pipestone East 0.36 0.30 336,000 

Pipestone North 1.29 0.92 634,000 

Pipestone South 1.15 1.49 683,000 

Redwood Falls East 0.24 0.07 42,000 

Redwood Falls South -1.63 −0.88 −871,000 

Redwood Falls West 0.31 0.27 −156,000 

Slayton North 0.35 −0.14 −131,000 

Slayton West 0.18 −0.06 −191,000 

Tracy East −0.35 −0.23 −355,000 

Tracy West 2.48 1.63 1,242,000 

Willmar East −0.49 −0.63 −784,000 

Willmar North −0.24 0.32 −532,000 

Willmar South −0.44 −0.62 −796,000 

Willmar West −0.25 −0.33 −572,000 

Table 22 provides the optimal alternative for each truck station in District 8 and provides the 

optimization operational time difference, distance difference, and the 50-year life cycle cost difference. 

For District 8, 7 truck stations should be rebuilt on site and 8 truck stations should be relocated, which 

results in a total cost savings of $4,808,000.  

Table 22. District 8 Summary of Optimal Alternatives. 

Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Glencoe West 1.46 0.73 784,000 

Granite Falls Existing Site -- -- -- 

Hutchinson West 2.64 2.33 1,425,000 

Ivanhoe East 0.53 0.32 238,000 

Lake Benton Existing Site -- -- -- 

Litchfield Existing Site -- -- -- 
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Truck Station Alternative Time Percent 
Difference (%) 

Distance Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference ($) 

Madison North 0.22 0.36 209,000 

Marshall Existing Site -- -- -- 

Montevideo Existing Site -- -- -- 

Olivia East 0.81 0.32 185,000 

Pipestone South 1.15 1.49 683,000 

Redwood Falls East 0.24 0.07 42,000 

Slayton Existing Site -- -- -- 

Tracy West 2.48 1.63 1,242,000 

Willmar Existing Site -- -- -- 

Total Cost 
Difference 

-- -- -- 4,808,000 

-- means not applicable 

4.7 CONCLUSIONS 

Table 23 summarizes the total cost savings and average optimization improvements for the alternatives 

for each district. In total, 59 truck stations could be rebuilt on site, 89 could be relocated, and 2 could be 

combined. The statewide cost savings if all optimal alternatives are implemented is $60,334,000. Please 

note that this cost savings compares each alternative to the baseline and does not consider incremental 

implementation where one truck station is relocated then another, and so on. When one truck station is 

relocated to a more efficient location, when the next truck station is relocated it will not have the same 

improvement as compared to the baseline scenario. Updated cost savings for each district that account 

for each optimal location being implemented one at a time are shown in the implementation plan.  

Table 23. Summary of Optimization Alternatives and Results for Each District.  

District Truck Stations Alternatives 
to Implement 

Average Time 
Percent 
Difference (%) 

Average 
Distance 
Percent 
Difference (%) 

50-Year Life 
Cycle Cost 
Difference ($) 

1 19 11 0.39 0.42 5,128,000 

2 17 7 0.47 0.34 4,388,000 

3 20 8 0.38 0.40 3,290,000 

4 17 14 0.85 0.88 13,530,000 

Metro 18 8 0.41 0.37 8,654,000 

6 24 19 0.63 0.47 13,590,000 

7 20 16 0.69 0.62 6,946,000 

8 15 8 0.64 0.48 4,808,000 
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CHAPTER 5:  IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the implementation plan for truck station location optimization alternatives. 

Alternatives were evaluated for every truck station regardless of age and condition. The cost difference 

of each alternative as compared to the existing locations serves only as one component of the 

implementation plan. If a more optimal location is found for a recently rebuilt truck station, it is not 

realistic to expect that truck station to be relocated. Therefore, it should be low on the priority list for 

implementation. Another factor is the condition assessment of the facility. Some older truck stations are 

in good condition and are functionally efficient, and do not warrant replacement at this time. 

5.2  METHODOLOGY 

The optimization modeling conducted previously compared each truck station alternative to the 

baseline scenario (i.e., the existing truck station locations). However, truck station locations need to be 

compared to the most optimal locations to determine which truck stations should be relocated, the 

order in which they should be relocated, and the total cost savings of relocating. In other words, an 

iterative process is needed to determine the order of implementation and total cost savings.  

To include the optimization alternatives in the implementation plan, researchers re-optimized the truck 

station locations for each district by including each optimal location to compare the alternatives to the 

recommended locations rather than the existing locations. The optimization for the implementation 

plan was conducted sequentially based on which alternative produced the greatest reduction in 

operational time, distance traveled, and costs. To accomplish this, each recommended alternative for a 

district was modeled separately, then the alternative with the highest cost savings was selected and 

added as the new location for that truck station. The existing locations and the alternative with the 

highest savings replaced the baseline model to which all the remaining recommended alternatives were 

compared. Once these models were compared to the new baseline model, the alternative with the 

highest cost savings was selected and added as the new location for that truck station. This process was 

completed until all the recommended alternatives were added. Figure 6 helps illustrate the 

methodology used to develop the implementation plan. The order in which the recommended 

alternative was chosen to be added to the model is called the implementation rank.  
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Figure 6. Iterative Process to Rank Optimization Alternatives for Implementation. 

A final optimization model is solved with only one remaining recommended alternative to determine the 

overall system improvement for each district. This overall improvement is used to estimate the total 

cost savings if each optimal truck station alternative is implemented. The overall cost difference is 

calculated using the same methodology as the individual cost analyses. However, the upfront costs for 

each recommended alternative and baseline scenario are summed and compared to the annual cost 

savings from implementing all the recommended alternatives.  

There are three factors that affect the implementation of optimization alternatives, truck station age, 

condition, and optimization cost savings. To incorporate these factors, researchers first ranked each 

truck station by age and then again by condition rating. These two rankings were then summed to 

provide a statewide ranking of truck station replacement priority. The rankings for age and condition 

were conducted separately and summed to account for age and condition equally. Some truck stations 

are older but still in good condition and the separate rankings accounted for such factors. The Appendix 

contains the age, condition, and combined age and condition rankings for each truck station.  

The implementation rank is used at the district level to determine the implementation plan. The age and 

condition of each truck station are reranked for each district. There are two ways to include the 

implementation rank with ranks for age and condition: 1) sum the ranks for age, condition, and 

implementation and 2) sum the ranks for age and condition, then subtract the inverse of the 

implementation rank. The first scenario penalizes for relocating truck stations because truck stations 

that are recommended to be rebuilt on site do not have an implementation rank added to their total 

score. The second scenario rewards relocating because it subtracts the inverse of the implementation 

rank, and the truck stations where rebuilding on site is recommended do not have an implementation 

rank. Both scenarios are presented for each district for comparison purposes. The following sections 

describe the implementation process for truck stations at each district.  

5.2.1 District 1 

Of the 19 truck stations in District 1, 11 improved locations were identified and eight truck stations 

should be rebuilt on site when compared to the existing locations. The 11 truck stations with optimal 

locations other than the existing site were optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of 
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each iteration. Table 24 shows the cost savings of each truck station based on the optimal truck station 

locations. The total cost savings if all alternatives are implemented is $1,162,000. However, the 

maximum cost savings of $2,891,000 occurs when eight alternatives are implemented. To reach this, 

several alternatives that increase costs slightly would need to be implemented. A more likely approach 

is to implement the first four alternatives for a cost savings of $2,679,000.  

Table 24. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 1 Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 Sandstone West 1,185,000 1,185,000 

2 Nopeming North 2,132,000 947,000 

3 Grand Marais East 2,555,000 423,000 

4 McGregor North 2,679,000 124,000 

5 Littlefork West 2,662,000 -17,000 

6 Floodwood Far West 2,528,000 -134,000 

7 International Falls West 2,585,000 57,000 

8 Ely South 2,891,000 306,000 

9 Silver Bay North 2,828,000 -63,000 

10 Moose Lake Far East 1,322,000 -1,506,000 

11 Cook North 1,162,000 -160,000 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the first four 

alternatives, because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 25 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 25. Implementation Order for District 1 Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Truck Station Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Virginia Existing 5 -- 5 5 

Floodwood Existing 6 -- 6 6 

Cook Existing 9 -- 9 9 

Littlefork Existing 10 -- 10 10 

Pine City Existing 12 -- 12 12 

Two Harbors Existing 12 -- 12 12 

Moose Lake Existing 13 -- 13 13 

Grand Marais East 16 3 (2) 19 14 
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Truck Station Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Ely Existing 14 -- 14 14 

Carlton Existing 16 -- 16 16 

Nopeming North 20 2 (3) 22 17 

Grand Rapids Existing 23 -- 23 23 

Hibbing Existing 26 -- 26 26 

Sandstone West 31 1 (4) 32 27 

Deer Lake Existing 29 -- 29 29 

Pike Lake Existing 33 -- 33 33 

Silver Bay Existing 33 -- 33 33 

International 
Falls 

Existing 35 -- 35 35 

McGregor North 37 4 (1) 41 36 

-- means not applicable 

5.2.2 District 2 

Of the 17 truck stations in District 2, seven improved locations were identified and 10 truck stations 

should be rebuilt on site. The seven truck stations with optimal locations other than the existing site 

were optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of each iteration. Table 26 shows the 

cost savings of each truck station based on the optimal truck station locations. If all alternatives are 

implemented, there would be a cost increase of $1,609,000. However, the maximum cost savings of 

$1,395,000 is realized if the first two alternatives are implemented.  

Table 26. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 2 Truck Station Location Alternatives. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 Roseau East 1,053,000 1,053,000 

2 Park Rapids N 1,395,000 342,000 

3 Northome West 1,111,000 −284,000 

4 Walker East 1,225,000 114,000 

5 Bagley South 388,000 −837,000 

6 Ada East 857,000 469,000 

7 Grygla Far East −752,000 −1,609,000 
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The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the first two 

alternatives because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 27 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 27. Implementation Order for District 2 Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Deer River Existing 7 -- 7 7 

Walker Existing 9 -- 9 9 

Karlstad Existing 9 -- 9 9 

Erskine Existing 9 -- 9 9 

Northome Existing 10 -- 10 10 

Grygla Existing 10 -- 10 10 

Hallock Existing 10 -- 10 10 

Ada Existing 14 -- 14 14 

East Grand 
Forks 

Existing 16 -- 16 16 

Park Rapids North 19 2 (1) 21 18 

Bemidji Existing 23 -- 23 23 

Crookston Existing 23 -- 23 23 

Roseau East 26 1 (2) 27 24 

Thief River 
Falls 

Existing 25 -- 25 25 

Warren Existing 31 -- 31 31 

Baudette Existing 31 -- 31 31 

Bagley Existing 34 -- 34 34 

-- means not applicable 

5.2.3 District 3 

For District 3, there are eight recommended alternatives for the 20 existing truck stations. Six truck 

stations were recommended for relocation, two could be combined, and the district is building one new 

truck station. The new truck station in Clearwater is implemented first for optimization purposes 

because it is extremely likely that the district will build a truck station soon. The combination of Motley 

and Wadena results in a large cost savings and is therefore considered to be implemented after 

Clearwater. The eight alternatives were optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of 
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each iteration. Table 28 shows the cost savings of each truck station based on the optimal truck station 

locations. If all alternatives are implemented, the total cost savings is $1,212,000. The maximum cost 

savings of $1,841,000 occurs if seven of the eight alternatives are implemented. To reach the maximum 

cost savings, two alternatives would need to be implemented that would actually increase costs and two 

alternatives with cost savings less than $75,000 would need to be implemented. A more likely scenario 

is that the Clearwater truck station is built and the Motley and Wadena truck stations are combined.  

Table 28. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 3 Truck Station Location Alternatives. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

0 Clearwater North -- -- 

1 Motley and Wadena Combined 1,560,000 1,560,000 

2 Paynesville East 1,591,000 31,000 

3 Elk River North 1,665,000 74,000 

4 Long Prairie Southeast 1,496,000 −169,000 

5 Saint Cloud West 1,356,000 −140,000 

6 Sauk Centre South 1,841,000 485,000 

7 Cambridge West 1,212,000 −629,000 

-- means not applicable 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the first two 

alternatives, because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 29 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 29. Implementation Order for District 3 Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Aitkin Existing 6 -- 6 6 

Mora Existing 6 -- 6 6 

Monticello Existing 7 -- 7 7 

Saint Cloud Existing 8 -- 8 8 

Remer Existing 12 -- 12 12 

Elk River Existing 14 -- 14 14 

Motley and 
Wadena 

Combined 15 2 (1) 17 14 

Long Prairie Existing 16 -- 16 16 
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Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Baxter Existing 17 -- 17 17 

Buffalo Existing 17 -- 17 17 

Albany Existing 19 -- 19 19 

Pine River Existing 22 -- 22 22 

Sauk Centre Existing 24 -- 24 24 

Garrison Existing 27 -- 27 27 

Paynesville Existing 30 -- 30 30 

Milaca Existing 32 -- 32 32 

Isle Existing 34 -- 34 34 

Cambridge Existing 36 -- 36 36 

Clearwater* North 40 1 (2) 41 38 

Little Falls Existing 38  38 38 

-- means not applicable 

* Clearwater ranks low on the implementation list because its age and condition ranks are the lowest in 

the district since it does not exist at this time.  

5.2.4 District 4 

Of the 17 truck stations in District 4, 14 improved locations were identified and three truck stations 

should be rebuilt on site. The 14 truck stations with optimal locations other than the existing site were 

optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of each iteration. Table 30 shows the cost 

savings of each truck station based on the optimal truck station locations. The total savings if all 

alternatives are implemented is $2,188,000. The maximum savings of $4,463,000 results if the first five 

alternatives are implemented.  

Table 30. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 4 Truck Station Location Alternatives. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 Fergus Falls North 2,022,000 2,022,000 

2 Wheaton East 3,131,000 1,109,000 

3 Benson East 3,746,000 615,000 

4 Barnesville East 3,900,000 154,000 

5 Mahnomen South 4,463,000 563,000 

6 Hawley East 4,355,000 −108,000 

7 Appleton East 4,240,000 −115,000 

8 Henning West 3,867,000 −373,000 
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Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

9 Perham South 3,639,000 −228,000 

10 Evansville West 3,497,000 −142,000 

11 Glenwood North 3,136,000 −361,000 

12 Morris Northwest 2,920,000 −216,000 

13 Ortonville West 2,688,000 −232,000 

14 Moorhead Northeast 2,188,000 −500,000 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the first five 

alternatives, because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 31 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 31. Implementation Order for District 4 Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Evansville Existing 4 -- 4 4 

Wheaton East 11 2 (4) 13 7 

Barnesville East 10 4 (2) 14 8 

Alexandria Existing 12 -- 12 12 

Fergus Falls North 18 1 (5) 19 13 

Hawley Existing 13 -- 13 13 

Morris Existing 14 -- 14 14 

Ortonville Existing 15 -- 15 15 

Breckenridge Existing 15 -- 15 15 

Detroit Lakes Existing 17 -- 17 17 

Henning Existing 18 -- 18 18 

Benson East 22 3 (3) 25 19 

Mahnomen South 20 5 (1) 25 19 

Glenwood Existing 23 -- 23 23 

Appleton Existing 30 -- 30 30 

Moorhead Existing 31 -- 31 31 

Perham Existing 33 -- 33 33 

-- means not applicable 
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5.2.5 Metro District  

Of the 18 truck stations in the Metro District, eight improved locations were identified and 10 truck 

stations should be rebuilt on site. The eight truck stations with optimal locations other than the existing 

site were optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of each iteration. Table 32 shows 

the cost savings of each truck station based on the optimal truck station locations. The total savings if all 

alternatives are implemented is $3,098,000. The maximum savings of $4,627,000 results if the first four 

alternatives are implemented. However, the savings for implementing the fourth alternative, relocating 

Hastings to the north alternative location, only results in a savings of $47,000, making it unlikely to be 

implemented.  

Table 32. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for the Metro District Truck Station Location Alternatives. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 Spring Lake Park and 
Arden Hills 

Combine at 
Arden Hills 

4,221,000 4,221,000 

2 North Branch North 4,443,000 222,000 

3 Chaska West 4,580,000 137,000 

4 Hastings North 4,627,000 47,000 

5 Anoka North 4,286,000 −341,000 

6 Camden North 4,548,000 262,000 

7 Lakeville North 4,360,000 −188,000 

8 Forest Lake South 3,098,000 −1,262,000 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the first three 

alternatives, because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 33 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 33. Implementation Order for the Metro District Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Golden 
Valley 

Existing 3 -- 3 3 

North 
Branch 

North 6 2 (2) 8 4 

Oakdale Existing 5 -- 5 5 

Plymouth Existing 9 -- 9 9 
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Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Spring Lake 
Park and 
Arden Hills 

Combine at 
Arden Hills 

13 1 (3) 14 10 

Hastings Existing 14 -- 14 14 

Anoka Existing 16 -- 16 16 

Forest Lake Existing 16 -- 16 16 

Mendota Existing 18 -- 18 18 

Eden Prairie Existing 20 -- 20 20 

Maryland 
Avenue 

Existing 21 -- 21 21 

Lakeville Existing 21 -- 21 21 

Cedar 
Avenue 

Existing 23 -- 23 23 

Camden Existing 25 -- 25 25 

Chaska West 30 3 (1) 33 29 

Maple Grove Existing 32 -- 32 32 

Jordan Existing 34 -- 34 34 

-- means not applicable 

5.2.6 District 6 

Similar to before, two scenarios for District 6 are considered because District staff are considering 

turning over MN 246 to Rice and Goodhue counties for maintenance purposes. The two scenarios 

evaluated for District 6 include one without MN 246 and one with MN 246.  

First, consider the scenario without MN 246. Of the 23 truck stations in District 6, 20 improved locations 

were identified and five truck stations should be rebuilt on site. The 20 truck stations with optimal 

locations other than the existing site were optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of 

each iteration. Table 34 shows that the first five alternatives should be implemented for a cost savings 

of $4,010,000. 

Table 34. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 6 Truck Station Location Alternatives without MN 246. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 Austin Far East 2,688,000 2,688,000 

2 Northfield North 315,000 3,003,000 
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Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

3 Preston East 746,000 3,749,000 

4 Red Wing East 107,000 3,856,000 

5 La Crescent South 154,000 4,010,000 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the five optimal 

alternatives, because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 35 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 35. Implementation Order for District 6 Truck Station Location Alternatives without MN 246.  

Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Northfield North 2 2 (4) 4 -2 

Preston East 9 3 (3) 12 6 

Owatonna Existing 8 -- 8 8 

St. Charles East 10 -- 10 10 

Stewartville North 10 -- 10 10 

Winona West 11 -- 11 11 

Dresbach Existing 15 -- 15 15 

Cannon Falls South 17 -- 17 17 

Wilson Existing 19 -- 19 19 

Zumbrota Existing 20 -- 20 20 

Albert Lea Existing 21 -- 21 21 

Red Wing Existing 24 4 (2) 28 22 

Austin Existing 27 1 (5) 28 22 

Wabasha Far North 23 -- 23 23 

Dodge 
Center 

Existing 28 -- 28 28 

Rushford South 31 -- 31 31 

Faribault Existing 31 -- 31 31 

Caledonia Existing 36 -- 36 36 

Rochester Existing 38 -- 38 38 

Spring Valley South 40 -- 40 40 

Chatfield Existing 44 -- 44 44 
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Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Houston Existing 46 -- 46 46 

La Crescent Existing 48 5 (1) 53 47 

-- means not applicable 

For the scenario with MN 246, improved locations were found for 19 of the 23 truck stations and four 

should be rebuilt on site. The 19 truck stations with optimal locations other than the existing site were 

optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of each iteration. Table 36 shows that the 

first five alternatives should be implemented for a cost savings of $3,624,000. 

Table 36. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 6 Truck Station Location Alternatives with MN 246. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 Zumbrota East 2,069,000 2,069,000 

2 Chatfield South 2,968,000 899,000 

3 Northfield North 3,437,000 469,000 

4 Preston South 3,624,000 187,000 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the four optimal 

alternatives, because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 37 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 37. Implementation Order for District 6 Truck Station Location Alternatives with MN 246.  

Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Northfield North 2 3 (2) 5 0 

Preston East 9 4 (1) 13 8 

Owatonna Existing 8 -- 8 8 

St. Charles East 10 -- 10 10 

Stewartville North 10 -- 10 10 

Winona West 11 -- 11 11 
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Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Dresbach Existing 15 -- 15 15 

Zumbrota Existing 20 1 (4) 21 16 

Cannon Falls South 17 -- 17 17 

Wilson Existing 19 -- 19 19 

Albert Lea Existing 21 -- 21 21 

Wabasha Far North 23 -- 23 23 

Red Wing Existing 24 -- 24 24 

Austin Existing 27 -- 27 27 

Dodge 
Center 

Existing 28 -- 28 28 

Rushford South 31 -- 31 31 

Faribault Existing 31 -- 31 31 

Caledonia Existing 36 -- 36 36 

Rochester Existing 38 -- 38 38 

Spring Valley South 40 -- 40 40 

Chatfield Existing 44 2 (3) 46 41 

Houston Existing 46 -- 46 46 

La Crescent Existing 48 -- 48 48 

-- means not applicable 

5.2.7 District 7 

Of the 20 truck stations in District 7, 16 improved locations were identified and four truck stations 

should be rebuilt on site. The 16 truck stations with optimal locations other than the existing site were 

optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of each iteration. Table 38 shows the cost 

savings of each truck station based on the optimal truck station locations. Implementing all alternatives 

would result in a cost increase of $926,000. The maximum savings of $3,250,000 results if the first four 

alternatives are implemented.  
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Table 38. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 7 Truck Station Location Alternatives. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 St. James West 1,086,000 1,086,000 

2 Storden East 1,260,000 174,000 

3 Waseca North 1,914,000 654,000 

4 Montgomery Far South 3,250,000 1,336,000 

5 Sleepy Eye South 3,212,000 −38,000 

6 Sherburn East 3,237,000 25,000 

7 Wells South 2,820,000 −417,000 

8 Mapleton South 2,850,000 30,000 

9 Courtland East 2,526,000 −324,000 

10 Worthington East 1,791,000 −735,000 

11 St. Peter East 1,510,000 −281,000 

12 Le Sueur Far North 2,462,000 952,000 

13 Gaylord South 1,510,000 −952,000 

14 Windom East 369,000 −1,141,000 

15 Adrian North −198,000 −567,000 

16 Mankato West −926,000 −728,000 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the first four 

alternatives, because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. 

Table 39 shows the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the 

inverse of the implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 39. Implementation Order for District 7 Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Blue Earth Existing 6 -- 6 6 

Windom Existing 8 -- 8 8 

Luverne Existing 9 -- 9 9 

Wells Existing 10 -- 10 10 

Sleepy Eye Existing 11 -- 11 11 

Mapleton Existing 12 -- 12 12 

Fairmont Existing 12 -- 12 12 

Jackson Existing 15 -- 15 15 

Worthington Existing 16 -- 16 16 
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Truck 
Station 

Alternative District Age 
+ Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – 
Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Adrian Existing 19 -- 19 19 

St. Peter Existing 22 -- 22 22 

St. James West 26 1 (4) 27 22 

Gaylord Existing 24 -- 24 24 

Le Sueur Existing 25 -- 25 25 

Storden East 31 2 (3) 33 28 

Montgomery Far South 29 4 (1) 33 28 

Waseca North 35 3 (2) 38 33 

Mankato Existing 35 -- 35 35 

Sherburn Existing 37 -- 37 37 

Courtland Existing 38 -- 38 38 

-- means not applicable 

5.2.8 District 8 

Of the 15 truck stations in District 8, eight improved locations were identified and seven truck stations 

should be rebuilt on site. The eight truck stations with optimal locations other than the existing site 

were optimized sequentially based on the maximum cost savings of each iteration. Table 40 shows the 

cost savings of each truck station based on the optimal truck station locations. The total savings if all 

alternatives are implemented is $365,000. The maximum savings of $1,791,000 results if the first five 

alternatives are implemented. However, the difference in savings between the first alternative and the 

next four alternatives is only $366,000. The second alternative has only a negligible savings and the third 

alternative increases costs. Having to implement two alternatives that would increase total costs to save 

an additional $366,000 is unlikely. Therefore, it is likely that only the first alternative will be 

implemented.  
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Table 40. Optimization Order and Cost Savings for District 8 Truck Station Location Alternatives. 

Implementation 
Rank 

Truck Station Alternative Cumulative 50-Year 
Life Cycle Cost 
Savings (Present 
Value) 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Savings 
(Present Value) of 
Alternative 

1 Hutchinson West 1,425,000 1,425,000 

2 Pipestone South 1,447,000 22,000 

3 Glencoe West 1,211,000 −236,000 

4 Tracy West 1,524,000 313,000 

5 Ivanhoe East 1,791,000 267,000 

6 Olivia East 1,389,000 −402,000 

7 Redwood Falls East 1,487,000 98,000 

8 Madison North 365,000 −1,122,000 

The ages and conditions need to be factored in with the implementation ranks to determine the order in 

which trucks stations should be rebuilt. Implementation ranks are included for only the first alternative, 

because based on the implementation cost savings, the others should be rebuilt on site. Table 41 shows 

the order for rebuilding. Note the order for rebuilding uses the scenario where the inverse of the 

implementation rank is subtracted from the sum of the age and condition ranks. 

Table 41. Implementation Order for District 8 Truck Station Location Alternatives.  

Truck Station Alternative District 
Age + 
Condition 
Score 

Implementation 
Rank (Inverse 
Implementation 
Rank) 

District Age + 
Condition + 
Implementation 
Score 

District Age + 
Condition – Inverse 
Implementation 
Score 

Olivia Existing 3 -- 3 3 

Redwood Falls Existing 8 -- 8 8 

Madison Existing 9 -- 9 9 

Marshall Existing 9 -- 9 9 

Tracy Existing 10 -- 10 10 

Granite Falls Existing 10 -- 10 10 

Willmar Existing 11 -- 11 11 

Montevideo Existing 13 -- 13 13 

Hutchinson West 19 1 (1) 20 18 

Pipestone Existing 20 -- 20 20 

Glencoe Existing 20 -- 20 20 

Lake Benton Existing 24 -- 24 24 

Ivanhoe Existing 26 -- 26 26 

Litchfield Existing 28 -- 28 28 

Slayton Existing 30 -- 30 30 

-- means not applicable 
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5.3 CONCLUSIONS 

Additional optimization modeling was conducted to determine the implementation plan for truck 

station replacements. The implementation modeling consisted of optimizing the order in which the 

truck stations that are recommended to be relocated should be built. The implementation modeling was 

an iterative process where each optimal location replaced the existing location and became the baseline 

scenario to which the next iteration was compared.  

Modeling the truck stations iteratively revealed several trends. In most districts, the benefits of 

relocating truck stations began to dissipate after relocating a few truck stations. Specifically, Table 42 

shows the number of truck stations that were recommended to be relocated based on comparing to the 

existing locations, and the number of truck stations that are recommended to be relocated based on 

comparing to the optimal locations.  

Table 42. Truck Station Location Alternatives to Implement per District Compared to Baseline and Based on 

Implementation.  

District Truck 
Stations 

Alternatives to 
Implement 
Compared to 
Baseline 

Alternatives to 
Implement based 
on 
Implementation 

50-Year Life Cycle 
Cost Difference 
(Present Value) 

1 19 11 4 2,679,000 

2 17 7 2 1,395,000 

3 20 8 2 1,560,000 

4 17 14 5 4,463,000 

Metro 18 8 3 4,580,000 

6 (without MN 246) 23 20 5 4,010,000 

6 (with MN 246) 23 19 4 3,624,000 

7 20 16 4 3,250,000 

8 15 8 1 1,425,000 

For each district, the order of which truck stations should be replaced is presented. The order is based 

on truck station age, condition, and implementation priority. The truck stations are ranked from oldest 

to newest and from worst condition to best. Then a rank is applied for implementation priority based on 

the cost outcomes of the implementation modeling. The ranks for age and condition are summed, and 

the rank for implementation is subtracted to determine the implementation score. The implementation 

order is based on the lowest to highest score. The rankings for replacement include truck stations to be 

rebuilt on site and moved to new sites.  
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIONS  

This report describes the process and outcomes of optimizing truck station locations for MnDOT. 

Initially, a literature review was conducted to determine optimization practices used by other states and 

in other research projects. Several DOTs have conducted facility location optimization; however, the 

analyses were generally limited in scale. That is, they typically examined only a small region or small 

number of facilities. The state of Victoria, Australia, conducted statewide location optimization of its 

road maintenance depots. This study was conducted 15 years ago, and the location analysis was rather 

primitive by today’s standards in that the location analysis was conducted at the city or town level. 

Vermont recently conducted a statewide study to optimize the placement of satellite salt storage 

facilities to reduce maintenance expenditure by allowing snowplows to refill material without having to 

return to truck stations. 

In recent years, several research papers have been published to optimize maintenance facility locations. 

While there are inherent differences depending on the business function that the facility is serving, 

lessons can be learned from other research into facility location optimization. Several specific takeaways 

are documented from the research reviewed. A second level of facilities may be necessary to improve 

the cost-effectiveness of the optimization. Such facilities could include material storage depots 

strategically placed between maintenance sections to reduce the amount of deadheading. Models that 

only minimize transportation costs are not adequate by themselves; facility costs must be considered as 

well. For this research, transportation and facility costs are included in the cost analysis. Some papers 

found that at a certain point further consolidation of truck stations begins to increase the overall costs 

because more vehicles and staff are required to reach the further extents of maintenance areas. This 

results in additional deadheading and inefficiencies in maintenance operations.  

Surveys were conducted with stakeholders internal and external to MnDOT. Internal stakeholders 

included district representatives, including district maintenance engineers, maintenance 

superintendents, subarea supervisors, local agency maintenance personnel, and other DOT personnel 

involved in truck station operations. External stakeholders included local agencies that partner with 

MnDOT to share truck stations and/or materials. The interviews proved beneficial in providing 

information crucial to truck station location optimization. Several projects that expand the amount of 

lane miles MnDOT will be responsible to maintain were incorporated into the optimization model. The 

interviews also revealed several partnerships between MnDOT districts and local agencies. These 

partnerships mostly include sharing truck stations and occasionally sharing materials. Several of the 

partnerships were planned ahead of the construction of a new truck station with the intent that the 

truck station would be shared among multiple agencies. In several instances, the truck stations were 

shared by the city, county, and MnDOT. Other agreements were facilitated with local agencies, where 

MnDOT rented a portion of a local agency’s existing truck station. The local agencies only reported 

minor issues such as smaller truck stations being more difficult to share because there was already a lack 

of space. In one instance, MnDOT provided a loader at the shared truck station during the winter and 

the local agency would like the loader at the truck station year-round. 
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Truck station locations were optimized using a GIS optimization model and a separate cost analysis to 

determine operational outputs of truck station locations and compare them to the baseline. Alternatives 

were developed for each truck station and optimized individually. The outputs of each optimization 

model were used in a cost analysis model to determine the 50-year life-cycle savings of each alternative. 

The cost analysis included factors for the number of events per year, number of cycles per event, wages, 

over time versus straight time, and vehicle operating costs. In total, 57 truck stations could be rebuilt on 

site, 90 could be relocated, and 2 could be combined. The total expected cost savings from 

implementing the optimal alternatives over a 50-year period is $23,362,000. 

Implementation optimization was conducted to determine which alternatives should be implemented 

and the order in which truck stations should be constructed. Additional optimization modeling was 

conducted to determine the implementation plan for truck station replacements. The implementation 

modeling consisted of optimizing the order in which the truck stations that are recommended to be 

relocated should be built. The implementation modeling was an iterative process, where each optimal 

location replaced the existing location and became the baseline scenario to which the next iteration was 

compared. Based on the implementation modeling, 123 truck stations should be rebuilt on site, 24 

should be relocated, and 2 should be combined.  

Modeling the truck stations iteratively reveals several trends. In most districts, the benefits of relocating 

truck stations begin to dissipate after relocating a few truck stations. The order is based on truck station 

age, condition, and implementation priority. The truck stations are ranked from oldest to newest and 

from worst condition to best. Then a rank is applied for implementation priority based on the cost 

outcomes of the implementation modeling. The ranks for age and condition are summed, and the rank 

for implementation is subtracted to determine the implementation score. The implementation order is 

based on the lowest to highest score. The rankings for replacement include truck stations to be rebuilt 

on site and moved to new sites. 
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APPENDIX A: STATEWIDE AGE, CONDITION, AND COMBINED 

AGE AND CONDITION RANKINGS 
  



A-1 

Table A.1. Statewide Age Rank, Condition Rank, and Summed Age and Condition Score.  

Truck Station District Age Rank Condition Rank 
Statewide Age 

+ Condition 
Score 

Northfield D6 5 1 6 

Golden Valley Metro 6 12 18 

Evansville D4 21 2 23 

Virginia D1 18 7 25 

Wheaton D4 3 27 30 

Floodwood D1 12 19 31 

Arden Hills Metro 15 20 35 

Barnesville D4 31 6 37 

Oakdale Metro 32 8 40 

Alexandria D4 27 21 48 

Blue Earth D7 43 9 52 

Pine City D1 24 30 54 

North Branch Metro 25 31 56 

Mora D3 1 56 57 

Littlefork D1 46 13 59 

Cook D1 2 57 59 

Two Harbors D1 36 28 64 

Plymouth Metro 33 32 65 

Owatonna D6 28 37 65 

Ortonville D4 44 22 66 

Luverne D7 19 48 67 

Hawley D4 54 14 68 

Deer River D2 55 15 70 

Moose Lake D1 47 23 70 

Olivia D8 34 38 72 

Morris D4 69 5 74 

Sleepy Eye D7 64 10 74 

Wells D7 50 24 74 

Walker D2 17 58 75 

Windom D7 37 39 76 

Erskine D2 29 49 78 

Northome D2 63 16 79 

Motley D3 4 80 84 

Fairmont D7 45 40 85 

Breckenridge D4 84 3 87 

Shakopee Metro 78 11 89 

Karlstad D2 49 41 90 



A-2 

Truck Station District Age Rank Condition Rank 
Statewide Age 

+ Condition 
Score 

Fergus Falls D4 26 64 90 

Grygla D2 62 29 91 

Hastings Metro 20 71 91 

Hallock D2 10 81 91 

Henning D4 68 25 93 

Aitkin D3 60 33 93 

Carlton D1 38 59 97 

Worthington D7 23 74 97 

Anoka Metro 56 42 98 

Monticello D3 48 50 98 

Mapleton D7 65 34 99 

Jackson D7 39 60 99 

Ely D1 7 92 99 

Saint Charles D6 35 65 100 

Preston D6 8 93 101 

Grand Marais D1 76 26 102 

Winona D6 9 94 103 

Stewartville D6 22 82 104 

Tracy D8 101 4 105 

Mahnomen D4 88 18 106 

Forest Lake Metro 40 66 106 

Detroit Lakes D4 13 95 108 

Mendota Metro 66 43 109 

Redwood Falls D8 61 51 112 

Remer D3 11 102 113 

Glenwood D4 80 35 115 

Benson D4 72 44 116 

Saint Cloud D3 30 87 117 

Eden Prairie Metro 51 67 118 

Ada D2 16 105 121 

Madison D8 41 83 124 

Nopeming D1 53 72 125 

Marshall D8 89 45 134 

Albert Lea D6 14 121 135 

Spring Lake Park Metro 91 46 137 

Granite Falls D8 81 61 142 

Dresbach D6 74 68 142 

Camden Metro 67 75 142 

Willmar D8 58 84 142 



A-3 

Truck Station District Age Rank Condition Rank 
Statewide Age 

+ Condition 
Score 

Adrian D7 92 52 144 

Long Prairie D3 109 36 145 

East Grand Forks D2 71 76 147 

Cannon Falls D6 52 96 148 

Lakeville Metro 42 106 148 

Grand Rapids D1 77 77 154 

Maryland Avenue Metro 102 53 155 

Elk River D3 73 85 158 

St Peter D7 112 47 159 

Gaylord D7 105 54 159 

Baxter D3 90 69 159 

Zumbrota D6 57 103 160 

Cedar Avenue Metro 108 55 163 

Le Sueur D7 94 70 164 

Park Rapids D2 87 78 165 

Montevideo D8 93 73 166 

Buffalo D3 79 88 167 

Wabasha D6 59 111 170 

St James D7 95 79 174 

Wilson D6 85 89 174 

Albany D3 83 97 180 

Montgomery D7 98 90 188 

Crookston D2 82 112 194 

Pipestone D8 110 86 196 

Pine River D3 75 122 197 

Bemidji D2 107 91 198 

Red Wing D6 103 98 201 

Austin D6 86 116 202 

Hibbing D1 104 99 203 

Appleton D4 143 62 205 

Hutchinson D8 99 107 206 

Storden D7 144 63 207 

Glencoe D8 111 100 211 

Sauk Centre D3 100 113 213 

Moorhead D4 114 101 215 

Roseau D2 96 123 219 

Thief River Falls D2 117 104 221 

Dodge Center D6 115 108 223 

Rushford D6 106 117 223 



A-4 

Truck Station District Age Rank Condition Rank 
Statewide Age 

+ Condition 
Score 

Wadena D3 97 127 224 

Lake Benton D8 116 109 225 

Ivanhoe D8 119 110 229 

Faribault D6 120 114 234 

Deer Lake D1 113 124 237 

Garrison D3 118 120 238 

Litchfield D8 121 118 239 

Paynesville D3 125 125 250 

Sandstone D1 122 128 250 

Baudette D2 123 131 254 

Warren D2 127 129 256 

Silver Bay D1 124 132 256 

Mankato D7 131 126 257 

Waseca D7 126 133 259 

Sherburn D7 146 115 261 

Bagley D2 128 134 262 

Slayton D8 133 130 263 

Pike Lake D1 145 119 264 

Milaca D3 129 138 267 

Chaska Metro 134 135 269 

Caledonia D6 130 139 269 

Maple Grove Metro 135 136 271 

International Falls D1 132 140 272 

Perham D4 139 137 276 

Rochester D6 136 141 277 

Isle D3 137 142 279 

Cambridge D3 138 143 281 

Little Falls D3 141 144 285 

McGregor D1 140 146 286 

Courtland D7 142 145 287 

Jordan Metro 147 147 294 

Chatfield D6 148 148 296 

Houston D6 150 150 300 

LaCrescent D6 151 151 302 

Spring Valley D6 152 152 304 
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